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Plughkeepsie. X. Y., June 26. The
weather was hot and sultry this
morning but conditions gave a promise of smooth water fur the thirteenth
regatta on the
annual
Hudson river.
d
for
The first rare,
shells, is scheduled to start at four
o'clock.
contest
The university eight-oareover a four-mil- e
course will start at
six o'clock.
The entiles for this rare are
t'ori'ell, Syracuse, Pennsylvania, Jeoi etown, Wisconsin,
and
Annapolis. This is the lirst appearance of the naval academy at this
regattu.
Cornell was the favorite in the
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GIRLS HOTELS AT JAMESTOWN YALE

HAVE GONE ON

ARE

STRIKE

CONFERENCE

STUDENT

T

Aiding Linemen of Idaho In Blaze Seriously Crippled Fa-

HAVE COMPLETELY

TIED UP BUSINESS
Butte, Mont., June 26. All girl
operatives of the Rocky Mountain-Be- ll
Telephone company here struck
yesterday in sympathy
with the
striking linemen of Idaho, Utah and
Montana.
Their action is likely to be followed by all union telephone girls of the
state.
Business was almost paralyzed by
the strike.
They Conferred.
The action of the "hello girls" was
taken after a conference in which
all union gir's
and at
which It was decided that the only
manner In which the linemen may
win their ftrlke, is to totally tie up
the company's business In this state,
to do which, it became necessary
for the f,irl operators to walk out.
As it is a hard matter to quickly supply their places, the move had the
desired effect.
Girls Will Fltfht.
The local officials of the company
state that they will fill the places of
both the striking girls and linemen
with operators
and wiremen from
other states, who are now en route.
n
Should they bring In
operators .trouble may be expected as
the local operators do not propose to
permit their places to be filled until
the strike is declared off.
A call will probably be Issued tonight to the girl operators throughout the state, asking them to walk
out in aid of the strike.
non-unio-

KILLED

DESTROYED

DYJIRE

Fight Against Telephone
Company.

TO

cilities for Accomodating
Guests

at Exposition.

Two Companions and Guest
Badly Injured by Fall
From Bridge.

.

-

FIVE HOSTELRIES
MACHINE SKIDDED
CO UP IN SMOKE
OFF CAR TRACKS
Norfolk, Va., June 26. One whole
block of the Pine Beach section, immediately
adjoining the Jamestown
exposition grounds, was swept by fire
early today.
The big Arcade hotel, Barkeley hotel, Outside Inn, Powhattan hotel,
Caroline hotel, several smaller hotels
and a large part of the "Outside Warpath" were destroyed.
The loss may run to $300,000 partly covered by Insurance.
The guests escaped to safety.
though many of them lost their bag
gage, and valuables. As far as is
known, there were no Injuries sustained.
Slay Nut Ilcbulld.
The origin of the fire is unknown.
as it started In an obscure part of
the Arcade hotel, and was fanned by
a high wind, which rapidly caused
it to spread to the other buildings,
all of which were of light construction.
The hotel facilities In the neighborhood of the exposition are crippled
by the fire, and it is not likely that
the iburned structures will be rebuilt,
nince they could not be completed before the end of the exposition.
CARLETTI

New Haven, Conn., June 26. An
automobile
accident,
causing the
death of one
and lit
Jurlng two other students and a
guest, cast a gloom over the com
mencement exercises at Yale univer
slty today.
The victim was D. Leet Oliver, son
of Mrs. J. B. Oliver, of Pittsburg,
Pa., senior In the Sheffield Scientific
scnooi.
The injured are W. Strothers Jones,
of Bed Bank, N. J., a Sheffield Junior; J. C. Colston, of Baltimore, senior In the same department, and E.
Hudson, a commencement guest of
uie oiners.
Maclilno Skidded.
Oliver died from a broken back,
being crushed under his automubile
after it skidded off the bridge spanning a small stream about four miles
from the college.
The others are
suffering manifold bruises.
The supposition Is that the automobile ran upon the bridge at high
speed and Oliver, In trying to keep
clear of the car tracks, swerved the
machine and caused the wheels tJ
skid from the rails.
The accident caused a postponement of many of the festivities which
mark the commencement season at
Yale, as the dead student and his
companions were exceedingly popular.
under-gradua-
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Tucson, Ariz., June 26. GaraJbaldl
Carlettl, an Italian, plunged a knife
into tne vitals of a companion named
Cantnara, early this morning while a
party or miners were returning to
Vails station from an allnight carou
sal nearby. There was no motive for
the cutting other than the usual
horseplay incident to such gatherings.
Carletti escaped to the hills, and
the sheriff and a posse are searching for him.
The knife penetrated Canmara's
abdomen, inflicting a fatal wound.

Washington, D. C, June 26. The
following changes In postottlces in
New Mexifto are announced:
Ellen M. Lee appointed postmistress at Pinos Altos, Grant county .
Harold C. E. Spence appointed
postmaster at Steeple Uock. Grant
county.
Delegate Andrews announces that
the following pensions have been
granted:
Orrin O. Blanchard, Lloyd, $12 per
BOMBS THROWN INTO
month from February 21, 1907.
Nicholas Hughes, Lordsburg, $12
per month from March 4, 1907.
Andrew Kordlck, Fort Bayard. $14
THRONGED SQUARE
per month from May 14, 1907.
Andrew J. Knight, Fort Bayard,
$14 per month from May 11, 1907.
James E. Stansel, Elida, $S per
r
t y
f
month from May 6, 1907.
Tlflls. Caucasia, June 26.
ed.
Ten
Deslderlo
$S
Martinez,
Ualisteo,
were
bombs
on
thrown
Into
Hillsboro is a small settlement
the Krivan square In center of
the Sugar road, fourteen miles south- per month from April 25. 1906.
this town, which was thronged 4
east of Iveland. A small town lias
with people.
sprung up at the cross roads, conThe missives exploded with t
sisting of several grocery, dry goods RAILROADS ADOPT
teirilic force and many persons
and other stores, and recently Haker
were
killed or Injured.
added a pnnl room.
The bombs wi re thrown by
A
storm of protests Immediately
TWO-CEFARES
anarchists, but the motive for
went up from the people of the distlie action is not apparent,
us
trict, mostly farmers. and several
there were no persons of hl(?h
weeks ago Haker was arrested on a
Chicago. June 26. The executives
square
In
ii.
at
the
the
tree
time.
charging
illegal sale of of tile western railroads deciued yeswarrant
"Effect" is the only known
liquor. He was taken to lreelcy, terday
to comply
the laws procause.
4
but acquitted ai his trial In the Jus- viding for a two-ce- with per
mile uas- The police, aided by soldiery,
tice court.
Since t:.at time
Hev. senger rate.
strong
a
miking
to
Lie
effort
Franklin Moore, pastor of the HillsIn the matter of Interstate rates,
errei-- t the guilty parties, one at
boro church, has taken up the right tile passenger department
were In
least of . hom is known to have
and in several sensational sermons, structed to put through rates based
l.eeii I. illi d liy a l"Mil thrown
it is said, denounced the pool room on the laws of the various states Inby another.
The bombs were
and its proprietor as a menace to the to effect as soon after July 1 us
4 thrown almost simultaneously.
4
community.

WHOM

Douglas, Ariz., June 26. Edward
Edgarly, a superintendent
in the
Capote shaft of the Gieene-C'anancompany, was stabbed in the back
early this morning by a native he
discharged from the company's em
ploy last night.
At the time of the discharge, the
native threatened to get even, but no
attention was paid to his threats until the body of Edgarly was found this
morning, lying in a pool of blood
near the camp. He will die.
When he became conscious, he told
the physician who attended him, that
the native was Cornello Valenzuela,
and that the first intimation he had
of the native's presence was when
he felt the knife enter his back.
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STORY
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OFFICIAL

REARD

HAS

ENOUGH

Superintendent Trelford De
clines to Produce Witnesses
On Weak Excuse.
INVESTIGATION

IS

PROBABLY AT AN END
Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe. N. M.. June 26. Desnite
the fact that the defense In the Trel
ford penitentiary investigation
had
boasted that it would introduce some
dozen witnesses to Drove that Trel
ford had not inhumanly treated pris
oners, no witnesses could be found
today and Trelford's attorney side
stepped by declaring that the defense
could not present its case because it
could not afford to pay for a stenographer to take the testimony.
The fact of the matter is, Trelford
has no witnesses. It is known that
his attorney made efforts to secure
witnesses but outside of his personal
appointees at the prison, several of
whom could not testify in his behalf
and tell the truth, he has no evidence
to refute the charges against him.
This virtually closes the investigation although it is understood that
several strong witnesses can yet be
produced
against
Trelford.
It is
probable that he knew this and desired to escape further embarrassment.
The attorney general will probably
not summon other witnesses unless
the defense so desires.
The evidence submitted thus far
covers 150 typewritten pages and la
sensational.
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
was represented at the trial when It
had any one there except Mr. Trelford's attorney who furnished It with
Trelford's side of the story, by the
democratic editor of a democratic
weekly paper published here.
its accounts were garbled and misleading.

DEFIANT

AT TRIAL

'

San Fran cisco. June 26. While
working on a new building today, six
men Here precipitated to the ground
by the breaking of u scaffold at the
lliir.i story. Two will die and the

others are seriously hurt.
KOKEIt'S IIOItsK

WON IKISH 1)1 ItltY
Dulili. Ireland. June 26.
Oiliy,
winner of the
Cioker's horse
English derby, won the Irish derby,
Kit-har-

here today.
Croker's (ieorgetowti was

Seven horses started.

second.

Have Revenge." He Declared
to Landlady New Attorney Appears For
Defense.

Once while she was talking to him,
Ilaywood and a man named McDonald who was also connected with tha
federation came in. Orchard Introduced her to Haywood and then went
away with him. ,
Mrs. Day said that she was first
summoned by the state and later by
the defense.
Always Had Money.
'elated a conversation
iTi1!1"6"
with Orchard when the latter
told her
that poverty had separated him
the one woman he loved and from
Uov. Steunenberg was responsible that
for
his being poor, and that he would get
even with Steunenberg
was
if
it
tha
iasf act of hi life.
She also testified that Orchard told
her about his gambling,
he aiwav kent jl nitu and said that.
away; that when he made a "raise,"
"e iui sums money away with Pettl-boand drew it as he needed It.
Introduced by rettlbone. .
On CrOSM Mamltiullnn uHo
K
she now conducts a rooming house In
('ripple Creek, but lives most of the
time In Denver. She was Introduced
to Orchard by Pettloone, whom she
knew two years prior to 1904. Sha
said that Pettibone never visited Orchard.
Grudgo Against Governor.
.... i. ....
Mrs. linv nul.l that
clared ne wnulil hav. Ia.m
mim,.
aire If it had not been for the decision of Governor Steunenberg.
was a clash between the attorneys
for- the nnnnnln
-- ntr .Mu n,KA
the proscutlon announced.iv.
It
mignt want to examine the that
witness
further at a later date.
The
defense
Objected to kpenlno- - 11a
An
expense after It had finished with
mom.
w
Fillflllvj .Tllriirn
....,(...! .HIS.
n - Wnn,l
'
Day to remain
in ItnKo uiuricu
until raiu,,UA.i
by the court.
Old Soldier Testifies.
.
John Ti Hlllr.lt um ,.l.l a. I. II...
testijj'd that he' met Orchard on a
railway train late in Nnvrmhsr luiir.
and that Orchard told him he was
an agent of the Mine Owners' association, and Ihnt Didpa wmiM
n..lla
off a plot that would destroy
leaders of the Miners Federation.theElliott
submitted to a long searching cross
CAtlllllllUllUU.
At its conclusion Judge Wood announced thllt fill UrllndHUa w.,,1.1 I. a
excused as soon as they testified, except those whom the state desired to
remain in Boise. As to those, he said
the state would pay their Der diem
expenses.
Editor O'Neill. . . Ion
Stand.
i , ,. n
r . t. hi..
Trilin VI 1
ers' Magazine, was the next witness.
He declared that Moyer and Haywood
n ... .1 .. a
harl nothinir In tin u.'lti tha
although they occasionally wrote sign- 1 P
b;(
ha inm.llmai rnnBiilt.
some of the members of the executive
uoura as 10 wnai lo say in the magazine, but usually consulted no one.
...... A
Kjim. o.lltral. u
examination and O'Neill said that he
wruie mem anu was responsuie ror
them.
Editorial lU'wl.
One fit IhPNA nt in til ,114,1 th. avnriM.
.
. V. a
Minn "PrnB. niirtatflkaa
Dissolution of Steunenberg via the
bomb route."
Another editorial In
Infammatory terms detailed the outrages in the bull pen in 1899, attributing to Steunenberg the responsibility
for the "Hlack brutes of soldiers, who
outrage the wives and sisters of the
miners, anu reruseu ine request or a
miner who with the dew of death upon his brow, asked for a minister and
was told he could make his confessions In hell."
O'Neill Wrote Tliem.
The editorial went on lo say that
the death of Steunenberg was a step
forward, but that the murder of one
man did not destroy the system adopt
ed by the capitalistic class.
O'Neill said that he wrote this
editorial and In answer to a (mention,
said he believed it to be the views of
the organization.
lie said Orchard never came to
headquarters in Denver to ask for
money.
W. V. Davis, a leading member of
the Federation, was called as the luncheon adjournment was tbkeu.
,
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FROM THIRD

GOVERNOR

Boise, Idaho,
26.
A new attorney appearedJune
at the defendant's
counsel table when the Haywood
trial was resumed this morning, making the tenth In the
long list of attorneys engaged in behalf of
the accused miners.
The newcomer Is Walter E. McCor-nac- k.
of Chicago. McCornack has
been engaged in a search for evidence for the defense in Colorado and
has been in Boise only Bince the defense opened its case.
Orchard Wot Haywood.
The first witness of the day was
Mrs. Lottie Day, who knew Orchard
at the Belmont rooming house In Denver under the name of J. Dempsey.
Mrs. pay said that she met
Just prior to the convention Orchard
of the
Western Federation
of Miners in

FALL

j

WITH

Chicago, June 26. Judge Landis
united States district court today refused a new trial to the Standard Oil company, recently convlcind
of making shipments at illegal freight
rates Deiween whiting, Indiana, and
I. JjOUIS, 111,
After the denial of the motion, ask
Ing for a new trial. Attorney John S.
Miller, for the oil company, entered
a motion In arrest of judgment. This
was promptly overruled.
Standard's Finances.
Miller then asked the court to elect
a particular court in the Indictment
on which to base the final Judgment
oi me court. This was also denied
by Judge Landis.
The court then announced that he
was desirous of obtaining Information
regarding the financial resources of
the standard Oil company, and he
ordered J. H. Howard, former audi
tor of the Chicago & Alton railroad
to take the stand. Attorneys for the
oil company objected, but the court
insisted and Howard took the stand
will fc;n force Decision.
Judge Landis, before the witness
was examined, stated that he proposed to enforce the decision of his court
against the standard, as though It
were any otner corporation or person, and that it had no special right.
He desired to know Its financial re
sources in order to Issue the necej-sar- y
writs to enforce the Judgment.
The action of Judge Landis In refusing the new trial was not expect
ed of tne standard attorneys, who
were sanguine ot an Immediate new
trial and ultimate
acquittal.
The
evidence, however, was all against
tne trust.

"ANTI-MILITARIS-

'

EVEN

"If It Is Last Act of My Life. I'll

te

HIS COMPANION

TOTET

Wants to Know About Its Finan
cial Resources so That He May
Issue the Necessary Writs
Against Great Oil
Concern.
in tne

llKPOUTS OF ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATIONS

HIS

VICTIM

DECISION OF COURT

Undoubtedly be Chosen-Acti- on
Will be Taken Tomorrow
Regarding Industrial
Workers.
Denver, Colo.,

AGAINST

Refuses New Trial In Case Told Mrs. Lottie Day That
Where the Trust Is
Steunenberg Was Cause
Found Guilty of
of His Being
Rebating.
Poor.

DELEGATES

Entire New List of Officials Will

President Mahoney

E

BLOW ON

WILL ENFORCE THE

FEELING

26. Acting
today concluded
his repudiation of the charges made
against him in the Western Federation of Miners' convention.
He advocated breaking away from
the Industrial Workers of the WoWd
If the two warring factions in that
organization could not get together.
Acting Secretary Kirwan followed
Mahoney. He devoted himself to a
refutation of the charges again it him
and the acting president, and to a
harsh criticism of the Industrial
Workers and So'clalist Labor party.
Haywood Studies Law.
He showed that the latter had condemned the Western Federation in
recent Issues of its organ of publication.
Kirwan read a letter from W. D.
Haywood at Boise, In which Haywood said that since he had been in
the Idaho ' prison, he had taken up
the study of law and had already
passed an examination in four subjects.
W t tor Feeling.
There is a very bitter feeling In
the convention against Mahoney and
Kirwan, especially the former, whom
It is alleged took an active part In
hiring detectives at the recent convention of the Industrial Workers of
the World in Chicago to slug delegates to that convention who were
not in accord with the Issues ot the
leaders.
The miners are tired of such al
legations against their officer and
there Is little doubt that they will
settle tne matter iDy selecting an en
Urely new list of officials this year.
Action Tomorrow.
Kirwan has not given them the
same provocation as has the acting
president, but he has made himself
decidedly unpopular by his action in
sustaining Mahoney.
The debate over the reports of the
acting president and acting secretary
will prou.ibl continue tomorrow at
which time some action will be taken
regarding the question of breaking
ANT!
JAPS
away from the Industrial Workers of
the World.
The miners are watching the HayAMERICAN FEELING wood trial with great Interest and
there Is a unanimous feeling In the
convention that the state has not in
any way connected the Federation or
Victoria, B. C, June 26. Advices its ofiicials with the crimes
charged
were received toy the Empress of by orchard.
Japan from Toklo that Yamaska
Otakichl of Seattle, who, with
of San Francisco, is In Japan
arousing public opinion against the DIVORCE GROWS FROM
United States with regard to the San
Francisco affair, in an interview with
AN ASSAULT CHARGE
Viscount Hayashl, foreign minister,
urged the adoption of proposals that
Japan reject the American-Japanes- e
treaty mutually restricting immigraAn assault and 'battery case wis
tion. Also that the latter part of article 2 of the commercial treaty bo tried ibefore Salvador Armijo, justice
of
the peace of Kanchos de Atrisco
deleted when the treaty is revised In
Mrs. Anzures was the
1909, this passage being that the this morning.
complaining witness, her husband,
stipulations of the article.
Manuel Anzures, being the defendant.
i he case was dismissed by the court.
i. c. Montoya represented the de
ATTACKED
TROOPS
fendant.
A divorce suit was filed in the dis
court today by Manuel Anzures,
trict
Kanchos de Atrisco, against his
BYJAP STRIKERS of
wire, petra Miera de Anzures.
The
charge is abandonnient
and deser
Victoria, B. C, June 26. Following tion.
the recent labor troubles at the Ashie
outThis case seems to be
copper mines and Muroran collieries growth of the case tried In the
Atrisco
serious disturbances are reported at this morning. The wife had the huscopper mines near Mlyano-hltthe
band arrested, but the coart could
Japun.
not find sufficient fact to hold him on
burnstrikers
Ten thousand
have
an assault charge.
ed mine buildings, destroyed much
immediately after the case was
property, killed the chief of police at dismissed,
the divorce case was filed
Sulmoto and attacked a regiment of in the district
The facts alsoldiers sent to quell the rioting. The leged are said tocourt.
have been the cause
miners armed themselves with rifles of considerable trouble
between the
and .ammunition taken from the mining company's magazine, which they parties.
destroyed. Dynamite cartridges were
I'IKEIJI'OS Ill lBV
also used by the rioters.
BAKER'S FOOMtOOM
Many scenes of violence were enacted and a number of fatalities have
been reported. Ringleaders
Loveland, Colo., June 26. After beof the
strike movements are said to be social ing arrested for the alleged illegal
ists alleged to have romented the sale of liquor, denounced from the
troubles at the Ashie mines. Damage puiplt and threatened with death in
done to the mines is estimated at over anonymous letters, but still continuing to do business in spite of this opJl. 000,000.
position, Kd Uaker, a prominent lodge
and business man, who operates a
pool and billiard parlor at liillsboro,
INTER COLLEGIATE
was last night burned out by unknown incendiaries. The building,
which had been built recently at a
REGATTA TODAY cost
of nearly $5,000, and all of its
furnishings, were completely destroy26.
Cal., June
San Francisco,
President S. J. Small, of the Commercial Telegrapher's Union, appealto President
ed yesterday directly
Clarence Mackay, ot the Postal Telegraph company, on behalf of the
striking operators.
The strikers appointed a conference
committee, including President Small,
with a view to opening negotiations
with the Western Union and Postal
companies.
The operators declare that the companies are badly crippled and must
ultimately grant them a 25 per cent
increase In wages.
Business Satisfactory,
Local superintendents of the Western Union and Postal claim that business Is moving in a satisfactory manner, and that there is but a slight delay In message handling.
Neither Slilo Weakens.
There Is a feeling among the telegraphers in this city that the companies will come round to their terms,
though officials of the two big concerns deny that there Is the slightest
weakness on their part.
They are daily receiving outside aid
and if they desired could speedily
have one thousand men and women
experts here, so they allege.
The offices throughout the town
district are open and there Is no special appearance of any disruption in
telegraph circles, outside of occasional small groups of striking telegraphers talking over the situation.
No Violence.
Thus far there has been no violence
the
and both the telegraphers and wlH
company officials Insist that there
no
for
occasion
none,
as
be
there la
trouble. No wires or instruments have
oeen tampered with and the Commercial Telegraphers' Union has Issued circulars to Us members and
their friends counselling peace as far
as possible.
Officials of the company state this
afternoon that there is no possibility
of the conference committee of telegraphers accomplishing anything.
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The Kvenlng dUarn, in Advance. SS ner
liy Carrier. 60 cent per month.

Prllvfifd

Paris. June 26. The trial of ten
who signed the
manifesto which was placarded on
the walls of Purls May 1, appealing
to the soldiery to Join the workmen
and tight ugalnst capital, began here
today with (iustave Ilerve as principal counsel for the defense.
When
Interrogated, the accuse. 1 maintained
a defiant attitude, lauding the mutineers of the Heventeenth regiment
at Agde and affirming their determi
nation to continue the
propaganda.
anti-iuilila-

rw

11

1

!.-....,.-

V.

F. FmiAU ACCKITS
TI1K

KVKKOHSII.

Honolulu, June 26. Chief Justice
W. F. Krear has cabled to President
Uoosevelt, his acceptance of the governorship of Hawaii, beginning III
August next.

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGR TWO.

JsT

2,000
weight
pounds. Apply at Citizen officeWANTED A t once, a first class shirtal
waist Ironer. Apply at the Imper-lLaundry.
WANTED tBrl for general house-worMrs. Samuel Neustadt, 610
West Copper avenue.
WANTED A competent young man
for a general merchandise store.
Must speak Spanish, Address F.,
Citizen office.
second-ban- d
Gentleman's
WANTED
clothing. No. Ill South First
street, south of viaduct. Bend address and wlU call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED People who want some-thlnto advertise In The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
WANTED At once a baker and a
baker's helper, flunkey, woman
cook, for B. & B. gang, good wages.
Oolburn's Employment Agency, 515
South First street.
MEN WANTED.
Somewhere every
If EN WANTED
day. If you are looking for a Job
's
put a want ad in The Evening
want column and It will do
VaStED""- - Teani,

-

k.

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Fsrnlture,

Organs
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels:
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as tit
and as high as $200. Loans ar
quickly mads and strictly
private
Time: On month to one year given
Goods remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see ns before borrowing.
TUB HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from at'
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant BIdg.
303 4 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

On

WANTED.

PROPERTY

Pianos,

WEDNESDAY.

607

1 PORTUGAL

REAT

FACES

THE

REBELLION

3VSK

2.

I1K)T.

Mil

OF

FOREST

Opportunity Knocks But Once at Your Door

s
PERSONAL

CITIZEN.

You Have ONLY Until July

Classified Advertisements
HELP WANTED.
HELP WANTED If that IsIn your
The
crying need, a want ad
Evening Citizen's want column will
tmure you of plenty of employes.

EVENING

This Is the rarest chance you will ever have to moke an easy Inroad Into the most famous gold
producing district In the world THE FAMOUS DEATH VALLEY.
Charles M. Schwab bought the famous Sridoo mining property for three million dollars when It
wag not developed.

l4

It Made Millions of Dollars For Him. Schwab Took S
Advantage of His Opportunities.
He knew that the Skldoo property adjoined the famous Wild Rose district of California and he
knew the Wild Rose district was fabulously rich.
It did not take him long to see that the mineral belt stretched further east and west, north andJ
south than the Wild Rose district
Since then It has been found to cover vast tracts In three states. NEXT ADJOININQ TKE FAMOUS SCHWAB PROPERTY IS THE

SERVICE

TODAY

:

uture. as Well as Present,
Will Reap Results of the
Industry.

Soldiers Patrol Capital City
and Beat Down the
Mobs.

Paris, June 26. Owing to the
strict censorship which has been esIn Ltbson it is difficult to
tablished
Skidoo-Treadwe- ll
obtain the details of the uprising of
the Portuguese people, but enough
has leaked through
to make it
Among the Richest in the District
known that King Carlos is in danll
Mining company and the board of diThis property Is owned outright by the
ger of losing his throne.
rectors has authorized the sale of 100,000 shares of stock for development purposes at only 6 cents per
Rioting continues In Lisbon and
share. Work is already under way. Several rich strikes have been made und the nil e will be a winner
the city is full of troops. Cavalrywithout doubt.
men patrol all the streets and the
king stays close to his palace. He
has made no statement of what he
intended to do.
BUT
Seems So Small That It Looks Almost Like
The feeling against him Is bitter
because of his abolishing the constl
deYou may remember the Mohawk, at Goldfleld. Its stock eold at 5 cents per share during tae
tutlonai guarantee.
His answer to
velopment period. The surface assays of this property showed 42 cents to the ton less than half what
the agitation against
the abridgeshows.
the lowest assay of the
ment of the liberties of the people
SHIPPED
MOHAWK IS NOW SELLING AT 817 A SlIUtE. RECENTLY
THIS PROPERTY
been
a
has
decree
authorizing
the
$700,000 IN GOLD AS THE RESULT OF A TWENTY DAYS' RUN. THE LEASERS 1LAVE REFUSED
civil governor of Lisbon to suspend
$3,000,000 cauli for the. ten months' loam which tliry hold on the property.
newspapers which incite disorder.
group has a large quartz ledge running
ll
THEN REMEMBER THIS The
Mobs Formed.
through the entire property, In width from 60fto 80 feet and exposed on the surface for 3,000 feet Assays made at the grass roots show values of from 82 cents (the lowest) to 816 (the htg'iest) per ton
The country
had a parliament
many years, but the king is credited
which, in this district, means enormous values below the surface.
group of seven full claims,
ll
Mining company, owning the
with a desire to rule without a na
The
tional legislature.
has been Incorporated for 81,260,000; par value $1.00 per share; fully paid and
Here Is a property sandwiched between the very richest gold properties in the United States toLast Friday a large crowd started
day with water, fuel, transportation, timber, and every necessary facility for development and operafor the palace of the king to make
tion.
a demonstration against him. They
were met by cavalry and ordered to
IF IT TAKES MORE TO CONVINCE YOU OF THE MERITS OF THIS MINE, YOU DO NOT
DESERVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO BETTER YOURSELF.
disperse.
shots
Several
revolver
ll
Mining company is offering to the small investor, upon easy terms, 100,000
The
came from the crowd and a trooper
shares of Its development stock at 6 cents a share. There are but two conditions to keep in mind. Stock
was wounded.
charged
The
soldiers
will not be sold In blocks of less than $25, and the offer is open but THIRTY DAYS, for, at me end of
and the mob answered with more re
that time the first development shaft will have been completed and the true value of the property will apvolver shots. Two rioters were kill
pear. Then your opportunity will be gone.
ed and about 100 were injured by
We want to talk to you about this opportunity. There Is nothing of the wildcat In the proposithe trampling horses.
tion. The property stands flatly on Its merits. It wli1 stand investigation.
W't
jov to investiWomen Rioters.
gate. Call on or address
While the fighting was going on
the streets the members of the
mob raided the principal cafes of the
city, where they armed themselves
with bludgeons improvised from the
ron and marble
drinking
tables.
Bottles and other objects were seized
nd with these the rioters again at
tacked the police and troops in the
streets. They were driven oil by a
cavalry charge.
A peculiar feature of the sltua- lon is the absolute hostility of the
women. They have been foremost
advocating an uprising and while
he street fighting was at its height
WALTHOllt HACK.
hey mingled with the men and did
Returns from Europe W ith Champion everything within their power to urge
liicycle Kmuh-i- i
Record.
he rioters on.
IS NOW
The country districts are rising
nd troops are being hurried by train
a
strategic positions.
Heretofore
We now operate the Pecos Ranch (formerly the Sparks ranch)
the country districts have been faith
at the headwaters of the Pecos river, where we can accommodate
ful to the king.
fifteen guests.
A Jolly Kins.
guests at The Valley Ranch.
We can accommodate twenty-fiv- e
King Carlos I of Portugal is fat
Will send our wagons to meet any train at Glorleta, If notified by letand Jolly. He Is only about 45 years
ter or telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably parties of any
old. His tastes are more those of the
number to any and all points on the river. Write for rates.
common people than the royalty,
Address letters to I'ecos. N. M.. Telegrams addressed to us at
While he never forgets he is a king,
Glorleta will be telephoned to ns without delay.
he Is always agreeable and entertaln- ng and a genuine sportsman and he
has the faculty of making a friend
of every ono who comes within his
circle.
With his subjects he has been pop
ular. In 1892 he gave them an evl
lence of his feeling for their welfare
by cutting down his royal Income
or about $100,000
about
year. The king who begins to use
he economical knlre upon the royal
exchequer is likely to leave the 1m
3 3
9 S. Second St.
niession that he really believes in
economy anil is wining to stint mm
Phone 967
self for the public good.

Group of Mining Claims
Bkldoo-Treadwe-

Washington, June 26. No one de- artment of the government, perhaps.
niincinng greater projects or un
dertakings filled with more general
nterest to the farmer, the miller and
the manufacturer alike than Is the
orest service. Its ranks are tremend
ous In their nature and the simple
statement that Just now the national
forests under Its control amount to
47.948,635 acres and that during the

past year $1,500,000
was received
from grazing and timber sales a loin
conveys some idea of the work being
done.
Since February 1, 1905, the forest
service has been charged under the
direction of the secretary of agrlcul- ure, with the administration of the
atlonal forests. The forests, whose
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
rea has Just been given, are of vital
mportance for their timber and grass
nd for the conservation of stream
LAWYERS.
ow. They are so managed as to
their permanent value as a re
Ins M. Bond.
source by use. Earlier oppositon toATTOBNRT AT T.AW. It Vat
ward them, based in the belief that
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
preservation would prevent use, has
copyrights,
land patents,
caveats
hanged with the understanding of
heir real object to approval and sup
letter patents, trade marks, claims
port.
11. W. D. Bryan.
Item Per t ent Clnuse.
ATTORN E r AT LAW, AlbuquerThe
"Item percent clause"
que. N. M. Office, First National
of the agricultural appropriation bill
building.
Bank
provides that states having forests
the rest
are to receive 10 per cent of the gross
E. W. Dobson.
rent.
receipts
from the forests within their
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OfTlse
modern house,r, Cromwell
boundaries, to be distributed among
FOR KENT
block,
Albuquerque,
N.
it
Lloyd
the counties in which the forests lie
North 8th street, $18.
nd devoted to public schools and
205 West Gold avenue.
DENTISTS.
roads. Many counties have much of
7
rooms;
4
to
FOR RENT Houses
their area, in some cases more than
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
also one 10- - room furnished. W. H.
half, in national forest, and this
McMillion. real estate broker, 211
Dental Surgeon.
and Is withdrawn from the possibility
west Oold avenue.
Rooms 1 and 8, Bamett building
of private ownership and taxation.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnish- over O'Rlelly's drug store. Phont
By
the new law the loss to the couned front rooms, near business cen- No. 744. Appointments made by mat,.
ties from the withdrawal of taxable
Cornel
reasonable.
rates
ter:
land is offset.
DR. C. A. KLLER,
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
of the
The business engagement
Dentist.
national
forests Is in Itself a mam
FOR RENT Nice large, cbolrooms N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone 869.
The business of
for men. Also rooms for light
moth undertaking.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
housekeeping. Apply Mrs. H. E.
he national forests is destined to
No. 806 Railroad avenue.
grow rapidly and to assume far readi
Rutherford, 617 South Broadway.
Offle
ng
cottage
p.
9
economic importance. In the fiscal
m.,
hours,
a.
m.;
to
flats
18:80
FOR RENT Furnished
ear ending June ii), 19Ui, approxi
and rooms for housekeeping, cheap p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap
mately $1,600,000 was received, chieffor the summer. By the month $10 polntments made by mall.
ly from grazing and timber sales. The
and $15. or by the week. Mrs. E.
eturns from timber sales alone, over
avenue.
110
Coal
Norris,
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
East
K.
$500,000, more than double the re
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeoa
EMPIjOYMENT.
turns of the previous year. Grazing,,
Occidental Life Building. Telefree, has
which formerly had bet-EMPLOYMENT If you need work phone
886.
Albuquerque,
N. M.
brought In nearly $1,000,000 under the
The Citizen's want column will fur
means
ready
permit system inaugurate", in tsuo.
nish you a quick and
Dli. K. L. HUS1.
of securing It at a minimum exUse of Timber.
Office,
N. T. Armljo BIdg.
penditure.
Put a want ad in The
The free use of tinrvber and stone
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
Citizen today and be at work
discretion of the secat
which,
the
Frequency Electrical
Current and
retory of agriculture, is granted to
Germicide.
given
Treatments
eacb
settlers and others who may not rea1 OR SALE.
day from 8 a, m. to 4 p. m. Trained
sonably be required to purchase as
Alex
native
mules.
FORSALE Ten
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
well as to school and road districts,
ander Sandoval, Sandoval, Sandoval
organizachurches, or
bits. liRONSON & RRONSON,
county.
tions of settlers, very greatly aids the
Homeopaths.
FOR. SALE
Fine voung Jersey bull.
regions
in and
development
of
the
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
2
near the forests.
Inaulre mornings, at 611 North Office
residence,
and
628.
First street. Oeo. A. Blake.
It is the active policy of the forest
DR. S. L. BURTON.
service to manage the national for
FOR SALE Nice driving and sad
Physician
Surgeon.
and
211
ests of the country upon a sound
dle pony. W. M. McMillion,
Albuquerque, N.
M.
Highland
technical as well as business basis.
west Oold avenue.
610
office.
8outh Walter street.
New
Only Improvement In the standard of
FOR SALE A mare, 6 years old, 'phone 1030.
he technical management can secure
city broke, fine driving and riding,
steady and constant Increase in revery fast. Inquire W. H. Hunting
without depleting the forests.
turns
ton, at L. B. Putney's.
Special attention is given to finding
UNDERTAKER
FOR SALE Return ticket, from Alnew uses for species at present value- BORDERS
buquerque to Atlantic City, N. J.,
or little used, as well as lor tne
medium weight, elderly,
fir
trees already classed as commercial
haired lady. Good until August
and
for timber killed by fire or inARCHITECTS
U Address V. A. P., Citizen
sect attacks.
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7
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Confessed Kidnapper Tells President Says Ohloan Has
Plenty of Nerve and
Why Companions Killed
Physical Courage.
a Boy.
Washington, I). C, June

26.

If your name is not in list below, fill out blank above
and send same to the office of The Evening Citizen.

L. Trimble & Co.. res. Grand Cen-

"Why

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

Circle Tours to the

(POSITION norvfa.olk

CONTAINS HONEY XJTD TAR
Relieve Cold br working' them out of
the system through a copiou and healthy
action of tha bowels.
Cough
by cleansing tha
Relieves
mucous membranes of tha throat, chest
and bronchial tubes.

AND RETURN

It

New Orleans, Ia., June J!6. The
tral hotel.
Italiun who confessed that he was Tart?"
This question was recently asked of Reedy. Nick,
A.
E., manufacturing
one of the party who kidnapped litemploye
Trimble's Robinson,
by
a
agent, res 1200 south Hill street.
visitor.
tle Walter Lamana, aged 7 years, and President Roosevelt
stanies. lis north Second street,
becoming
Is
well
known
"It
that
res. same.
who told the police where the iboy's
Robinson, Delbcrt,
clerk Broadway HAIIl 1KESSER AND CHIROPO
as your successor.
ifoody could be found, sticks to his you want Taft
Grocery,
824
res.
Mrs. John, res. 519 north Sec
south Arno
DIST.
Would you mind telling why: T.nis Reese.
original ntory.
street.
ond street.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo
In a blir swamp near this city the is the substance of his reply:
Reeves. It. I)., bookkeeper. Superior Roiblnson, John II., machinist, res. site the Alvarado and next door to
Taft is a man of boundless cour
body of the child, who was kidnapPlaning Mills, res. 211 north WaSturges cafe, is prepared to give
824 south Arno street.
ped and held for $6,000 ransom two age. At least, so Roosevelt believes.
lnut
scalp treatment, do hair
He has both physical
and mural Rehder. Henry J., locomotive engi Robinson, J. R., barber, 118 north thorough
weeks ago. was found by police and courage;
treat corns, bunions and inThird street, res. 224 south Fourth dressing,
but it Is of moral courage
neer, res. 611 south Broadway.
vigilantes Jut before daybreak Mongrowing nails.
She gives massage
street.
Integ- Reider, Ous, laborer, res 1201 south
day. He had been strangled to death, that we are now speaking.
Mrs.
Robinson, Mrs. Rosa, res. 224 south treatment and manicuring.
Broadway.
according to the confession of one of rity of action and a full measure of
own
preparation
Bambini's
of comFourth
street
qualificaare
two
determination
the
police.
by
rooms
A.,
Reldy.
Dr.
the
physician,
held
several Italians
John
cream builds up the skin and
Samuel, plumber, Whitney plexion
tions which stand forth most promi
4
He was the son of an Italian underBnrnett bldg.; res. 515 east Robinson,
Improves the complexion,
and is
Co., res. 1010 south Arno street.
in he t.iought of the presiRailroad avenue.
taker who had received several Black nently
guaranteed
not to be injurious. She
dent, in determining to throw the Relfsnlder, Thomas, machinist help Roblero, Creseflclo, employe Santa Fe also prepares
Hand letters.
cures
a
tonic
hair
that
shops, res. 1904 south Second
weight of his personal influence to
er, Santa Fe shops, res. 317 west
five Arrests.
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
street.
Taft.
avenue.
Atlantic
women.
Five Italians, two of them
out; restores life to dead hair;
Frank, employe George K ing
His Patriotism.
Relnwand, J. C, fireman Santa Fe Roche.
were arrested, charged with being
moles, warts and superfluous
res. 403 north Second removesMassage
Neher,
Ry., res. 610 south Broadway.
When a call came from President
accomplices to the murder and ex
hair.
treatment by vibrator
street.
Rels, Mrs. John, res. 401 west Iead
tra details of police and deputies are McKlnley asking Taft to leave a life
machines.
For any blemish or the
Rodalph,
Miss
Florence,
clerk,
Gold
avenue.
to
congenial
employment
and
maintaining order In the excited itai Job at
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
en Ruin store.
Mrs. W. T. res. 309 north
All day long small go to a foreign tropical island on Relslnir, street.
ian quarter.
Rodarte, Hlenlmla, driver Trimble
Sixth
crowds have been dispersed prompt the opposite Bide of the earth and Reliance
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
Transfer Co., res. 113 north Sec MOTT'S
Klectrlc & Construction Co.,
Despite precau- there do a herculean job for small
ly by the police.
ond street.
(John F. Slkes, mgr.), 208 V, west
Thry o tvcom WeknH,
tions a communication has got out pay Taft laid asld personal con
iftrity
Rodarte,
Pablo,
ftmf otuisfifini,tni.'raf
driver Trimble Transviyoi
Oold avenue.
summoning a mass meeting at Elk siderations and went. That was prac Rellhan.
and ban U It ialtm of pienmi
fer Co., res. 113 north Second
Mlsa Elizabeth,
teacher.
tlun." TI.ey are I, If fiurrr
Place. Seventy armed deputies have tical patriotism.
street.
school,
res.
226
wmnmnhiMMi,
Ward
tl
tofrlrlpft
First
north
Aliltni
When Rjjsevelt talks of moral
been put on guard at the Orleans
rHopmcnl of orp&np ntvl bi. Nt
Roddy, George E., clerk Broadway
Walter street.
sjMintU'
known remfH-parish prison, the strongest In the courage, patriotism and integrity of Rendon.
nr
ronin
grocery,
Martin, employe American
716
res.
south Edith
them. anmi do hrm III b
of
Tatt he
state, where three of the prisoners action In speaking
com!
"f
street.
dumber Co.. res. saw mill road.
are held, and some apprehension has means what is meant by Taft's pub Renlck.
A.,
employe
R.
American
Judge
S,
Rodey,
8.,
Bernard
U.
of
been felt over the fcifety of two oth- lic career up to date. He means
Lumber Co., res. 1044 north Klghth
court at San Juan, Porto Klco, res,
TO
4fcJB BY
&OM
4KV
er prisoners, who were taken to an what Taft did in the Philippines, in
street.
802 Kent avenue.
adjoining parish last night. Many Panama and Cuba, in the ottices of Renner. Mrs. E res. 817 west Oold Rodiigo,
515
res.
A.,
Miss
west Lead
citizens have pledged themselves to the war department, and what he
avenue.
avenue.
did as Judge, when he had the moral Retail Merchants' Association: W. D. Rodiigo,
prevent violence.
Adolfa,
window
trimmer,
courage to render decisions which
Clayton, sec'y.). room 23, Whiting
Tolil Where the Hotly Wow.
Golden Rule Dry Goods Co., res.
be offensive to orwould
knew
he
block.
avenue.
515 west Lead
The boy's body was found near St ganized labor, teiause he believed Rettlnger. Ren, clgarmaker, res. 524
Rodrlgo, John, bell boy Alvarado ho
Rose, about twenty miles from New those decisions were
which
south Second stree'.
process It was not his functiontheto law,
tel, res. same.
"sweating"
A
Orleans.
change.
Rexer. Miss Ellen, res. 323 south Fifth Rodrlgo,
brought confession from one of the
John B., salesman Golden
president believes that Taft
The
street.
Rule Dry Goods Co., res. 515 west
suspected Italians, who was taken is superior to any possible corrupt Reynard, Emile. saloonkeeper,
res.
avenue.
Lead
from his home In St. Hose about ing or beguiling in.iuence. He be
"12 west Tljerns avenue.
midnight last night and carried Into lieves him tJ'J tourageous to be Reynolds, Eleazar N porter Santa Fe Rodrlgo, Manuel, res. 1317 Uarelas
road.
the woods by a combined force of browbeaten or frightened; too keen
depot, res. 1423 west Fruit avenue.
otticlals and vigilantes who had tnu to be fooled; and, withal, too wUe Reynolds. Florence. (widow), em- Rodrlquez, Maria, employe Alvarado
res. 409 west Copper ave
laundry,
crnuge.
search In
ploye Hubhs Laundry, res. 624
nue.
Ignazlo Camplgclano to be led.Opposing Influences.
This man,
south Second street.
Vane, employe Santa Fe
charged four Italians with the murPresident Roosevelt knows some Reynolds. J. A., grocer, res. 707 west Rodriguez,
shops, res. 1317 south Second
der. He said that about the time thing of the influences which are op
Roma avenue.
street.
of a mass meeting In New Orleans posed to his policies. He has seen Reynolds, Jos. A., res. 319 north
Rodrlquex, Leandro,
employe Santa
more than a week ago, held for the wealth corrupt a great party organl
Fourth street.
e shops, res. 1317 south Second
purpose of prosecuting
the search zation and make It the Instrument of Reynolds. J. W.. employe White Elestreet.
phant, res. r02',4 west Railroad avefor the body, those men, who were criminal corporations while it preTHE SECRET,
nue.
Roehl, 11. Charles, clerk Santa Fe
In a vaeani house In St. Hose, be
people. He Reynolds,
the
for
to
stand
tends
U.
V
Indian
f.
clerk.
J.
storekeepers office, res. 911 south of why our bread la In such demand
came frightened and consulted about has seen a majority of his own party
room 5, Cromwell
Department,
Third street.
what to do with the crild. The boy in congress doing the bidding
of
bldg.. res. same.
Roehl, Stephen E., cashier A. T. & for Its fine quality, lightness and
was crying, begging to be taken rnme criminal corporations
secretly Reynolds.
and
res.
Grand
musician,
W.,
R.
S. F. Hy
res. 637 Bouth Broad most delicious flavor la that It is
to his parents, said Camplgclano, and trying to sell out the voters. He has
Central hotel.
way.
one of the kidnappers grabbed the seen the corrupting cancer of bribery
B. W.. warehouse mgr. Whit- Rogers, Clarence E., electrician, res. made from choice winter wheat and
Rhea.
child and strangled him to stop his penetrate great government
depart
ney Co., res. 1415 west Railroad
316 north Arno street.
noise. Later two of the kidnappers ments and palsy the arm of right ad
avenue.
Rogers, Ellas H., cabinet maker, J by the best methods known In bak
he said, came to him carrying the ministration, until it was cut out by Rhodes,
Santa
conductor
H..
Gilbert
D. Emmons Co., res. 214 east Gold ing to give nutrition and enjoyment
body in a iblanket, and after threaten- the knife of official investigation
Fe. res. 321 south Fifth street.
avenue.
ing him with death if he told, took and
prosecutions.
has
He
Elecriminal
S..
employe
White
J.
Rhodes.
Rogers, Frank, employe American of eating at tha sama time. If you,
the .body into a swamp.
allied millions se
of
felt
hatred
the
114 Vt west Gold avenue.
res.
phant,
Camplgclano, after relating this
Lumber company,
res. 416 east are not using Balling's bread try V.
spieadlng slander and libel Rhodes, Samuel, blacksmith, res, 616
story, led the police through two cretly
Railroad avenue.
against himself wnne ottering menu
Coal avenue.
west
Rogers,
swamp
receiving
Guy
L.,
where the searchers ly hands and smiling countenances.
miles of
teller. First
agent
flONKKR BAKERY
Rlbera. Joseph R.. general
National bank, res. 316
sometimes waded in water nearly
north
Novelty Co., res. 1517 south Second
He knows what it is to oppose th
SOT Sooth First Street.
street.
Arno
waist deep, and at others crawled un powers of selfish greed.
street.
Rogers,
E.,
Henry
carpenter,
220
res.
der tangles of briers. In a shallow
Fe
apprentice,
Santa
Thomas,
lay
the
to
aside
Rlbera,
is
Now he
about
pool at the end of this search the sword;
west silver avenue.
or, rather, he is about to
machine shops, res. 1517 south Sec- Rogers,
Miss Helen, trained nurse,
body was foun 1 in the iblanket in a hand the sword
ond street.
to one of his fellow
res. 416 east Railroad avenue.
physician
clump of cane.
and
G..
let him defend the mice. Dr. Luclen
soldiers, and
0
Barnett Rogers. Wm, E., bookkeeper, Albu
Four Plotters at i targe.
tireenn. rooms
bridge. Naturally he picks the. man
querque Wool Scouring mills, res,
bldg.; res. 515 east Railroad ave,
and most
Return! i.r to the city the police ar- he thinks the strongest
816 north Arno street.
nue.
rested Nicolina Gebbla, an Italian courageous. There has been talk of
It Rice, Wayne, employe Journal, res Rojas, Crespln, employe American
woman, who Is said to have con- his "handing down the scepter.
J.unvber company, res. Martinez
Indian school.
fessed that she knew of the kidnap- is a sword, not a scepter, he hands
town.
Richard, C res. 218 south Walter
ping plot from the first from one on.
Jtolley. George, water service, Santa
Fighting "His Cauec."
street.
of the four kidnappers, whom she
res. 608 west Santa Fe
Fe
Richard, Teofll, bartender, 8 Ppot sa
expected to marry. Campigclano said
"Why should the
rea
avenue.
loon, res. 901 south Second street
that these four were Stefano Mon-fr- tlonaries opose Taft?" asked the
Tony Oendusa, Angelo Cacatarl president's vlstor. "Taft has never ItlcliiuxH A. J., prop. Richard's Ci- Rollins, Jtev. John C pastor M. E.
gar store, res. 411 south Arno
church, re. 116 west Iron avenue.
and an Italian named Incanterra. done anything to justify the belief
street.
police
Romero, Andres, prop meat market. And Principal Eastern
said they expected to cap- that he is a radical. His temperaThe
Points
211 west Gold avenue; res. over
ture these men within two or three ment Is judicial and all his career Richards' Cigar Store (A. J. Rich
ards, prop), 113 V4 west Railroad
same.
days. The other prisoners directly Is along more conservative lines than
avenue.
Implicated (by the confession are your own."
Romero, Andres, employe Santa Fe
Camplgciano's wife, Frank Gendussa
Richards, Edward, clerk, res. 411
shops, res. 1516 south Third street.
The president assented.
street.
Romero,
Arno
south
and Leonardo Gebvla.
Antonio, employe Santa Fe
On Sale Dally
"But," said he. "Taft believes In
snops, res. 1223 Barelaa road.
M.,
Richards,
D.
professor
of
Prof.
my policies and
am
I
convinced
history, University, res. 200 north Romero, Beulgno, pres. and mgr. Ro
would carry them out."
mero Drug Co., res. 225 east Coal
Walter street.
June Is! to Sept. 30tti
believe, too,
"And your
Your
Richardson, Joseph H., mining en
avenue.
that he would carry them out?"
res.
gineer,
319
west
avenue.
Romero,
Coal
Candida,
laborer,
res.
723
"Else why are they so strenuousof Bowels!
(widow).
Richardson, Mrs. Joseph
south Broadway.
ly opposed to him?"
via
res. 306 west Iron avenue.
Romero, Celso,
helper
Fe
Santa
The president went on to say many
carpenter,
res.
John,
712
shops, res. 311 west Bridge street.
things.
He made it clear, at this Richman.
south Broadway.
Romero, Cleofas, laborer, res. 1720
have thirty feet of Intestines! point, that he was fighting for what Rlchter,
Wm. E., jeweler, with May-nar- d
south Second street.
might be called his "cause" above
& Hlckox, res.
What makes food travel anything else. The personal element
415
south Romero,
Cosma, driver
Trimble
Fourth street.
Transfer Co., res. 113 north Sectakes second place. He is exceed- Rickard,
them?
A.
W.,
employe
American
street.
ond
A set of Muscles that line the ingly fond of "Will." as he falls his
Lumber company, res. Twelfth Romero Drug Co. (B. Romero, mgr),
big secretary of war, but there is
street and Mountain road.
walls of these Intestines or Bowels.
wholesale drugs, 227 cast Coal avi- not a particle of doubt that he would
(Dlnelll & Lencionl,
nue.
.
When a piece of Food rubs the walls saciillce "Will" tomorrow if he felt Rico Cafe
111
props),
street.
north
Romero,
Miss Etha V.,
First
res. 130S
that the sacrifice was essential to the Ridley, A. C., tin department,
of the Intestines
these Muscles tighten success
Whitsouth Second street.
of his plan to have the good
ney Co., res. 115 south Sixth street. Romero, German, truckman,
A. T.
behind it, and thus It starts a Muscle-wav- o
work go on after he leaves the
Ridley, Eugene, engineer water plant,
&. S. F. Ry., res. 1021 south Broadwhich drives it through the whole length white house.
115
way.
res.
street.
south Sixth
No Second Choice.
of the Eoweis.
He is doing everything in his pow- Ridley, Matthews, bollermaker, res. Romero, Gregorlo, employe Ameri616 south Walter street.
can Lumber company, res. south
It should take about 12 hours to do this er to perpetuate his war against the
A., res. 513 west
end of John street.
wealth. Riehle, Edward
properly, so that nutritious parts of the food combinationsplayof predatory
Romero, Herbert D., clerk Santa Fe
Fruit avenue.
He will
politics (if anyone
Low rates, long limit, tickets
may have time to be digested and absorbed. chooses to call It so) and will use Riffle, Albert S., res. 312 north Sixth
olflces, res. 602 south Third street.
and all other
street.
Romero,
probate
Jesus,
Judge,
power
poppresident
as
his
and his
to. trains. onCallLimited
at ticket office and wa
old town.
ularity with the people to see that Rlggs, Mrs. Delia (widow), res. 317Vi
south Arno street.
Romero, Jose, plasterers' helper, res. will plan your trip back east. We
the war does go on. He will boom
Santa Fe
1505 south Second street.
But,
If It takes twice or three times Taft or he will boom Cortelyou, or Riley, Matt, switchman,
are ail going. Why not youT
Ry.,
res.
509
Romero,
Second
south
stieet.
Knox,
Jose E., Justice of the peace,
or
La Follette. or anybody else
that period the food spoils in passing, and
precinct No. 13, res. old town.
in whom he has the confidence that Ringel, Miss Emma, res. 410 west
becomes as poisonous as if it had decayed the man boomed will be the best
Lead avenue.
Romero, Meliton, laborer, res. 417
north Fourteenth street.
one to carry on the fight.
before being eaten.
But he Rio Brando Lumber Co. (S. J. Brack.
T. E. PURDY, Agent
corner
manager),
Romero, Miguel A., secretary and
street
Third
and
will not iboom anybody at present
Now. the cause of delay (Constipation) except
Marquette avenue.
treasurer Romero Drug Co., res.
Taft; and there Is no reason
A. T. & S. F. RY.
is simply Weakness, or Laziness of the at this time to believe that he will Rio Grande Iand, Water & Power
227 east Coal avenue.
Co. (E. W. Shutt, pres), 304 Oc- Romero, Ramon, employe American
boom anybody but Taft; he certainly
s.
cidental bldg.
Lumber company, res. Los bu- will not at any time unless he is
Want of Exercise, Indoor Employment, shown that
(J. H.
ranes.
there is somebody who Rio Grande Woolen Mills
Hearrup, president and treasurer), Romero, Theofllo, employe Santa Fe
s,
weakens these
just as It will wield his sword to more effective
east of railroad tracks.
shops, res. 1516 south Third street.
purpose than he believes Taft will
weakens Arm and Leg Muscles.
wield it. Taft is his tlrst choice; he Rittenhouse, Emory, conductor, San- - Romero, Vicente, meat cutter, res.
Ry.,
res.
Railroad
Fe
411
east
211 west Gold avenue.
ia
no
second.
has
,
avenue.
Rose. Mrs.
housekeeper, res.
Tuft's Intentions.
417 north Arno stieet.
as
is personally con- Rivera. Abel, employe Zelgers' cafe,
So
"Physic" like Salts, Calomel, Jalap. cerned farhe Is Taft
res.
Tijeras
avenue.
535
west
Rosen, Fred C, mining man, res. 319
probably the most Inwest Coal avenue.
Phosphate of Soda, Mineral Waters, simply different man in the whole game. H-- i Rives, George, locomotive engineer,
6U6
res.
Ry.,
Fe
Santa
Third
south
Rosenbach. Mose, talesman,
electioneering
never
Stern,
He
has
flush-othe Bowels for the one occasion hates
street.
Schloss & Co., res. 4u north Sixth
held an elective ottiee; he doubts his lt'iMiliis,
Naonly.
James, employe First
street.
own abilities as a campaigner, and he
tional bank, res. 522 west Lead Rosentkid. L. (., ticket and pawn
would he glad to pull out of the
They di not remove the Cause of Conavenue.
broker, 116 west Kailroad avenue,
He
presidential
race tomorrow.
stipation.
res. luls west Railroad avenue.
would, without iloul t, do s.i if it Roberts, Claire K., fireman, Santa Fe
Ry.,
res. 21
south Broadway.
But this is different with Cascarets.
Max.
Rosenstock.
were not for l!m sevelt at his back.
Journal,
F..
Roberts.
Coral
foreman
north Tijeras aven ie; res. same.
Casoarets act on the Muscles of the He says frankl. but probably with
res.
721
street.
as-south
Fourth
Rosenwald,
only
Hiss A In i, res. 717 west
much inodesiy, thjt his
Bows'.3 ar.i lntestir.is.
They ajt just as loot as
Copper avenue.
a presiil .ii.ll candidate is the Roberts, Edward, laborer, res. 5 J 3
south First Mreet.
Rosenwald. Aaron, capitalist, res. 713
Ccld Water, cr Exercise act on a Lazy man. liiiloi s.'iix lit of T. K. branded on Ills
west Copper avenue.
back. If that wil make him presi- Roberts,60!)Jeff, engineer, Santa Fe Ry.,
Our work is as our name
They act like exercUe.
s.
r.
street.
Walter
south
D. S., se retaty R.ithen- Rosenwald,
a
go
dent, he says he will
tlirouuh
A Cabaret produces the same 'sort of reasonable number o lections iieces- - Roberts, John, employe London Club
berg Ac Schloss tV.ir Co., res, ilti implies, and our charges are
livery. 422 north f'er ond
street;
west Copper avenue.
But If would
rl fleeted.
that a Six Mi'.e walk in the sul.V to
Natural
res. same.
Rosenwald, Mrs. Helena, res. 717 right.
rather not. He anticipates that be- Roberts,
country would produce.
Mrs.
(widow),
res.
O'Connor
west 4 'upper avenue.
ing president is a good deal of a job,
H'l.i north First street.
Rosenwald, Miss Jetty, res. 713 west
The Veit Pocket Box is sold by all and one t Il.it e.l llle
b il- - is uer- Roberts, R. A,, employe American
i
Copper avenue.
He u u.' m it 'i " !i:i if '
e(
Druggists, at T?n Cents.
Lumber company, res. 820 north Rosenwald, Miss Ite.ina,
res,
take It as an easy j.,b. and the oilier
717
Be very careful to get the genuine, kind - he has
Twelfth
street.
west Copper avenue.
soniethii.g of tliat
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
Roberts,
cl
res.
y
stenographer,
Russell,
S.
goods
merI'.,
Rosenwald.
made only ly the Sterling Remedy Co., 'n his capacity of amicus curi I'.
H2D north Twelfth street.
west
223
chant.
avenue;
Liilroad
and never
in bulk.
Every tablet
We shall give away some nice ar- Robertson, Mrs. A. F., res. 6ol west
res. 713 west Copier avenue.
stamped i"CCC."
Don't fail to attend
Roma avenue.
Rosy, Charles, hostlei Santa Fe Ry.,
747 ticles tonight.
Co.
the auction. Hlckox-Maynar- d
Robertson, Benjamin C, collector XV.
les. IjDD south Sc ond street.

STOP-OVER-

KIDNEYS Trr
For BACKACHE-WE- AK
DiWItt'i Kidner ina Bladder Pills Sura ind Saft
SOLI) I1Y J. 11. O'niFXlY CO.

.
LAKE SHORE FROM CHICAGO
MICHIGAN CENTRAL FROM CHICAGO
.
.
BIG FOUR FROM CHICAGO
.
BIG FOUR FROM ST. LOUIS
BIG FOUR
BIG FOUR

CHICAGO

.

.
.

ST. LOUIS
AT WASHINCTOW,

STOP-OVE-

$22.25
25.C0

D. C.

FOLDER

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED
WARREN

J.

LYNCH,

Passongtr Traffic Manacar,

gigtMMfitllff
A. C. BILICKE

CHICAGO

MTJ

'flfflMH'

and JOHN

S. MITCHELL Invite their friends to make
New Mexico headquarters at

The Hotienbecit Hotel

L

Los Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.
I
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Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine

Works

MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns sib J Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
ffapafr on Mining mnd mill Mmohlnory m Bpoolmltr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
m.

0K)0X)SK?Osx3sKCOsX5
21 North

First Street.

Phone No. 481

EXCURSION

19-2-

Watch

FROM
FROM

$32.05
31.3S
32.03
36.20

SAME ROUTE

GOING AND RETURNING

tt

ed

at all Tourist Points

S

Grand Ocean Trip between New York end Norfolk

23-2-

e,

VIA

NEW YORK, WASHINGTON, D. C.
NIAGARA FALLS

"As pleasant to tha taste
as Maple Sugar"

Children Like

nntn

ftr

Southwestern prewery

Colorado

,

HENRY'S

Dry and Steam Coining.
the mojf Delicate

:

Thirty Feet

Wt Guarantee not to
ef Ladtei Garments.

Shrink

' Fad

We Make a Specialty of Cleaning. Pressing and Repairing

GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES
GooJt Called for and Delioertd.

YOU

Out ef Town Order

Given Prompt Attention

MRS. ROSE HENRY

SEX

1
NEST SIIVE AVENUE
OF IAV0V HOTEL
TELEPHONE

jUbuquerque, jftCeu) tTtXtx'co

4lt

J. D. Kaktn, President
O. Oioml, Vice President.

Cbss. Vellnl. laerat&ri

O. Bachacal, Treaamrai.

I

Consolidated Liquor Company
uoeeasora to
MCUNI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DmALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt tttp
tvrylblag la stock

most fottldlous

to outfit tbo

bar oomploto

Have bean appointed exclusive agents In tha touthwaet fan Jaa. 4V
SchllU, Wm.
and 8t Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green Rlvsr, V. H. McBrayefe Csdar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Man.
.)thsr
arch, and
standsrd brands of whiskies too numerous ta mentlen.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the atraigM article aa received by us from the beat laerlea.
Distilleries and Breweries In tte Unlud Stat a. Call aad lnssaat aa
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee klaL
issued to dealers only.

Bowel-Muscle-

Bowel-Muscle-

Jx-na-

A Ice Company.

If You Want A

Plumber

THE

ut

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkofe Roofing

First and Marquette

re.-u- lt

i

I
I

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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The St. Elmo

JOSEPH

en

!J

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad

Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies, Etc.

J

SAMfLtT AMD

f

CLUB ROOM 9
m
m
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ALBUQUERQUE

The ALBUQUERQUE

DAILY SHORT STORIES

EVENING CITIZEN

earth. I am the 'Professor of Enlarged Vision,' Ilarknws has been
overcome. Night has been changed
If you are not satisfied
Into day.
with the performance, your money
I will convince
will be refunded.
you that my eyes can read a newspaper of the finest print In total
darkness. I will place $1,000 In the
hands of a referee, the same to be
forfeited, Jf I cannot perform this
wonderful feat.
".Some of the cat species are said
to be able to see slightly
In the
dark; but I can dlnstlnguish the fin1
objects.
even
est
could
thread a
needle where other eyes would fall
to make out placards hanging to
their eyelashes."
"That is the fellow who used to
work In our shop," exclaimed a man
In the audience, as he turned to his
companion. He met with an accident two years ago. I heard afterwards that he was traveling with
some show, and was doing fine. He
always was a hustler."
The amusement park, where the
foregoing observations
were made,
was located somewhat out from the
city.
The place was packed with
sightseers. It was a holiday, and
every attraction was a drawing card.
The two men purchased a ticket
and passed Into the show. The hall
was well lighted. Their old comrade ascended the platform. He
wore a dress suit. He had changed
his appearance, as was befitting before the public eye. He had a clean
shaven face and wore a wig. These
alterations, however, had not thrown
his old companions off the track.
"First of all," continued the Professor of Enlarged Vision, "'I will
give you an opportunity to purchase
my picture.
They only cost $1
apiece."
There was a great clamor for portraits.
"1 will now submit to a test," said
the demonstrator, "If someone will
be kind enough to hand me a newspaper and mark the passage to be
read. The reading will commence
Immediately after the lights are
turned off. When the lights are again
turned on, the manager will explain
how this marvelous feat Is rendered
possible."
A man from the audience came
forward and handed the lecturer a
newspaper. The electric lights were
then turned oft.
It was as black as the darkness
described In Egyptian history.
No sound was heard as the great
expectaudience sat in breathless
ancy. The eyes of all were strained
In the direction of the lecturer.
Then something queer happened.
From one of the professor's eyes a
light
dazzling
brilliant,
almost
sparkled. It shed its radiance upon
the while paper before him.
While the audience looked in wonderment, the demonstrator read by
the aid of the beaming light. As his
voice ceased, the bright ruys slowly
faded and became extinguished.
When the electric lights were
again turned on, it was evident that
the lecturer had disappeared.
The manager, a fat Jolly fellow,
faced the audience, and with a wave
of the hand, said:
"Now, gentlemen and ladies, here
Is the explanation.
This poor man
lost his eye over an emery wheel. I
used to be In the optical business.
He came to me for help. 'From his
talk I noticed that he had an eye to
business.
His own negligence had
caused the accident, and he could
damages from the corporecover
not
ration for which he worked. He said
he had great trust
in Providence,
when effort was coupled with genius,
and that if 1 would cooperate with
hiiu, We could make good his measure of damage.
"He proposed that Ih'e Interior of
an artificial eye be furnished with
an electric sparkler, such as Is used
In a fancy necktie pin, the current of
electricity being furnished by a dry
cell battery. He further told me how
the mechamlsm could be properly ar
ranged, lie would wear tne nose
glass.
The little chain over the ear
ould not be a chain, .but a wire run
ning from the battery in his pocket
to the nose glass and then Into the
Interior of the glass eye, where it
would connect with the tiny lamp,
All that would be necessary to en
able him to read In the dark would
be the touching of the button of the
dry cell battery In his pocket.
This closes the Interesting per
formance. The audience will please
leave by the side entrance."
HOTEL ARRIVALS.

The Citizen Publishing Co.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER
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PRESIDENT
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James Glass and five friends left
AN EYE TO BUSINESS.
today for Glorletta on a summer out(By II. II. HiiilMon.)
ing
trip.
way,
gentlemen.
"This
Indies and
Don't miss the greatest exhibition on
Kev. C. B. Holllday and J. W.

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

By
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EVENING

EDITOR

FINELY EQUIPPED JOB DEPARTMENT.
BEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE SOUTHWEST.
LEADING REPUBLI CAN TATER IN NEW MEXICO.
BOOSTING ALBUQUERQUE AND THE SOUTHWEST.
REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQUARE DEAL."
ASSOCIATED
PRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

flevus for the Ccu6cy
ior
It Is to laugh. No wonder a Kansas editor referred to tne writers the
A writer for
eastern magazines Bg a "flat chested set of old pelicans."
statement
the
Current Century Magazine now steps Into the lime light with Kindness,
this
that the cowboys do not know how to break wild horses.

writer says, should be used instead of "bronco busting methods." Then he
adds: "Go Into any western ranchman's corral and the superiority of kindThe
methods can be demonstrated.
ness over the accepted bronco-bustin- g
young, inexperienced cowboy, who considers It fun to rouse all the antagin
onism In horse nature, rushes Into the corral and sets the horses milling
fright. By the time he has roped and saddled his mount the horse is ready
The cowboy may conquer the animal
to flght until strength Is exhausted.
today, but tomorrow another fight will result when the saddle Is put on. But
a rope, and In a
let the experienced horseman step Into the corral, without
few minutes he has slipped the bridle on the mount he wants, and there Is
no flght when he takes his seat In the saddle."
From the above there remains no doubt that the writer In question Is a
He would walk Into the corral with a lot of
reformed bronco buster.
skinny, fiery eyed, range toughened broncs, carrying a bridle deftly concealed
It doesn't matter that
behind his back and a lump of eugar In his hand.
the nearest the average cowpuncher comes to getting sugar on a round-u- p Is
molasses with sand and flies in proper proportion. This bronco buster would
use lump sugar.
Then while the poor confiding bronco ate the sugar, which
would probably be the first he ever saw, the knight of the corral would surreptitiously slip on the bridle.
As the bronco raced around the corral at a mile a minute gait, the
writer of the above would gentle pat him on the neck and talk baby talk,
meanwhile saddling the bronco with the other hand.
He would, of course,
be too humane to use a good heavy saddle built to stay In the game, but
would employe an eastern riding saddle fittingly described In cowboy vernacular as a postage stamp.
While the bronco Jumped In three different ways at once and kicked In
all directions with all four feet, this bronco buster aforesaid, would mount.
He would, of course, wear English riding boots, eye glasses and a cap. By
talking gently to the bronco, he would Induce him to trot whereupon he
would bounce about In the saddle like a little boat on a stormy sea.
Thereafter, kind providence being merciful, the reformed bronco buster would pick
what was left of him out of the cactus and send someone with a rope to
bring In the bronc.
Strange the western cowboy never thought of this method before.
It Is
worth trying once.

and family are camping In
Bear canyon.
Superintendent John W. Sullivan,
of the Hagan mines, arrived in the
city last night.
A number of camping parties are
enjoying the cool air and fine scenery
In Bear arid TIJoras canyons.
Five civil cases were tried In the
Justice court of precinct No. B this
morning before Justice T. A. Gurule.
The Women's Belief Corps held a
meeting this afternoon at Bed Mens
hall. Matters of Interest were discussed.
Captain B. Ruppe left this morning to visit his new mining claim in
near High
the tfandla mountains
peak.
Charles McClure and Lloyd Hunt
headed a party of six who left today
for an outing in the Sandla mountain regions.
Ramon Liberato Baca, speaker of
the last house of representatives, arrived last night from Santa Fe on a
business trip.
Fred Snyder, of East Railroad avenue, who has been ill for several
days, has recovered sufficiently to return to his duties.
The Elks will hold a regular meeting tonight. A number of applicants
will be initiated into the order, after
which refreshments will be served.
A very pleasant time was enjoyed
at the library building last night at
a dance given by the Alpha Athletic
association, the music for which was
furnished by Ellis' orchestra.
Fishing parties are enjoying som
A
fine sport in the Pecos district.
number of Allbuquerque parties are
In that vicinity and they are sending
home reports of fine trout fishing.
The floor of the Coal avenue viawith
duct has been repaired
and braces are being built to
hold barrels which will be kept filled
with, water to be used In case of
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Only Thing For a Picnic
The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

'

Compartment

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
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Manager Graham, of the Albuquerque branch of the Colorado Telephone company, has returned from a
convention of all the officials and
district managers of the company,
held at Denver last week. He said:
"The convention was more for the
purpose of allowing the various managers to get acquainted with each
other than for any other purpose.
We had a good time generally. The
fire.
weather in Denver was fine, nut I
am glad to get back to Albuquerque.
A carload of young thoroughbred
city has a good reputation
This
today-ecattle passed through the city
the Denver people and I
route to a ranch near Sprlnger-vlll- among several
praise it in a most enheard
They belong to Gus thusiastic
Ariz.
I told them we
Becker, who purchased them at Las could hold manner.
our own down here and
Vegas.
that if they want to watch the wheels
.Stephen Easton, one of Roosevelt's of progress go round, Just to keep an
rough riders, at present a resident of eye on Albuquerque."
Sandoval county, Is in the city on
(business.
He expects to leave for his
ranch In McKinky county in a day
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
or two.
The committees i:i charge of the
territorial fair propose to make the
Market letters received by F. J.
historical exhibit one of the flnejt
& Co., brokers, room 37 Barnett
ever seen In the southwest, and they Graf
Albuquerque, N. M., over
are working faithfully to attain that building,
own private wires.
their
end. They request the
of all in that line.
Now York Stocks.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.
Phone 98
$11.50
The police force Is keeping up Its October cotton
S3
good work in running the "Weary Amalgamated Copper
117
Willie" class out of the city. Ar- American Smelters
41
resting is too good for the class1, so American Car Foundry
89
Atchison
on
keeps
the
slinp.y
them'
the force
54
Brooklyn Bapid Transit
move.
Santa fe freight trains are Canadian
170
Pacific
generally crowded with the tourists.
com
Erie
The Santa Fe oil tank, which stood Louisville and Nashville
113
on the east side of the tracks near Missouri Pacific
75
in
Central avenue, was removed from New York Central
112
Its position by a force of laborers this Norfolk
74
There was a pretty sight on Central avenue yesterday afternoon.
It
morning and leaded on a flat car. It Pennsylvania ..
120
was not pretty from an artistic standpoint but otherwise it was the most
yards
new
switch
. .
the
be
ti
will
.
. .
taken
Heading
f
K'2H
v.
beautiful sight to be seen In the southwest.
Fifteen wagons piled high with
21
south of the city and set up there.
Hock Island
newly baled alfalfa headed a procession of ten wugnns piled almost equally
78
Pacific
comIs
Southern
receipt
a
of
In
Citizen
The
as high with wool.
.128
munication from Fort Bayard, N. M., St. Paul
18
way
The wagons drove down Central avenue and scattered to their various
Ball
Southern
entitled, "A Soldier's Letter," com135 '
marketing places. It was a stream of gold, pure and unadulterated coming
Pacific
plaining of the food which Is served Union
34
S. S
Into Albuquerque.
The wool sold at a tip-ti- p
figure, according to a Citizen
at the post, but as the letter is un- V.
9!
pfd
reporter who followed and found out. The alfalfa alto brought good returns.
signed and the Citizen Is not aware V. S. H. Cananea
16
Greene
Both the wool and the alfalfa came from small ranches In this vicinity
of the Identity of its writer, It is Shannon . .
17
not published. ,
j&nA a couple of hours after the wagons passed down Central avenue they
161
Calumet and Arizona
:
could Jiave been found standing In front of out" merchants'
The Santa Fe Coast Lines Hospital Old Dominion ;
The
stores.
J
'
association, a foreign corporation op- Copper Range
wool and alfalfa Currency" was alreaoy in tifcuhntort ana AlbUtjUerqlTi ffaa
'?
AtchiIn
with
the
connection
erated
nuue
North
Wo cive spodnl attention to FARM MACHINERY Alfalfa Mwrri,
nrst chance at it. if there were any
k
or other mail order
25
son, Topeka
Santa Fe railway, has Butte Coal
catalogs In those wagons on one saw them.
Binders, Rakes, Hay Presses. Wind Mill. We carry high quality of
Wheat
2
tiled a certiilcate in the tcriltorial Santa Fe Copper
of machinery and tools. Write ua for tqieclal catalogue. J. KOI111LK it CO.,
All this happened yesterday afternoon; similar scenes can he witnessed
Albusecretary's
olftCft designating
Wholesale, Albuquerque, N. M.
almost any day during the next two months In Albuquerque.
Summary or Oinilltions.
querque as the headquarters In
York,
There Is more produce being marketed here than ver before in the hisNew
June 26. American
and Dr. J. B. Cutter of this
tory of Albuquerque and it is bringing good prices.
stocks in London quiet, and featurecity as agent.
parity. London market
less about
This is Just a little Item from a reporter's note book, but it Is the kind
The "Pike" social to be given by generally cheerful
with strength
The Citizen Is glad to publish and it Is more welcome news than the biggest
the Society of Christian Endeavor of shown in foreign bonds and Bio Tin-to- s.
church tomorrow
sensation of the whole year.
the Presbyterian
enThese Are
afternoon and evening will be held
Albuquerque Is a good place to live In.
B. F. Yoakum of the Frisco
In the ltavnolds block on East Cen
Itoosevelfs railroad
President
dorses
tral avenue. The big vacant store in rol Irv
Carriage
The government, at the request of western railways, is making the necesTeieranh company reports little
that block is being decorated for the
sary arrangements for filling Its bins with coal this summer, thereby avoiding
occasion which promises to be an en difficulty with western service In
snlte of strike.
joyable affair.
the possibility of a fuel famine next winter, says the Colorado Springs TeleBuying
Great Northern earnings for this
graph.
The railways in the northern and western sections of the country'
Go to the Japanese Tambola at
will break all records.
are pointing out that there Is Just as great a probability of shortage of cars
the Congregational church tomorrow- vear
Pennsylvania cash assets are
Days
and evening, Thursday,
next winter as there was last and that the way to obviate this Is to take
afternoon
than $92,000,000.
June 27. Wagonette leaves O'Kielly's
advantage of the comparative dullness of summer before the heavy crop
net
itapid
Transit
Brooklvn
Ice
p.
m.,
3
free.
ride
drug store at
movement begins.
Of course one difficulty about this program Is the fact
will he smaller than those of
cream, cake and Japanese tea serv last vear.
that It will require that the fuel be paid for some months ahead of the usual
.special
Easy Terms
15 cents.
stvle
ed
Jan
for
export movement temporary
time, but even this Is not as bad as having no fuel on hand when It is badly
musical program. Mr. Howison an.l u n Gold
checked.
t tie rhann nermanently
needed.
piano
organ
and
and
Miss Hlxler will give
London settlement proceedings
Alvarado.
Every one invited
recital.
H. H. Garland, A. C. Bowies, New
Low Prices
M. C. Ortiz Is preparing
The Santa Fe railway has Just Issued an Interesting little booklet upon
Eight roads lor inira wees, oi junc
oik; William K. Preston, El Paso; theAttorney
papers for a suit which will be show average gross Increase of 19.18
the Bubject of Irrigated lands In the southwest, along Its line. It tells in a
t. Louis; U. H. Moore,
Lee,
F.
vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you
Do you Intend buying
court this week t...i .uii i
concise way the story of some four or five Irrigation projects which the gov- La Junta, Colo.; Maude B. Jones, filed In the district
1.60
by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
pass
advanced
us
do
Industrials
widow
of
don't
the
Armijo,
Twelve
by
Mrs.
Santas
Inernment has under construction In these western states and territories,
Watervllle, Maine; It. L. Adams,
we have many good stylee within the range of modest Incomes.
Santas Armijo, w no uvea west
or
cluding New Mexico.
Many thousands of these folders are to be distributed
Jreentown, lnd.; John Donohue, El late
Twpntv active railroads advanced
Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons eeo
ArPolicarpio
against
river,
of
the
von
aso;
W.
you are not rich. Come and
E.
Junta;
away
D. Orr, La
etay
because
at the Jamestown exposition and they cannot fall to Interest eastern people
Don't
kinds.
per
all
cent.
1.93
and
deceased,
a
mijo,
the
of
Jlahn, New York; F. T. Woodard who is atbrother
us,
In these huge modern enterprises which are already causing such a wonderful
present in possession of the
.a TlBnVpr' V. It.
Trlnliluil T I
Kansas C'ltr Mvrswolc
change In the face of the great western plains.
brougot.
Is
being
action
The
re-Cattle
Atkins, Denver; G. Scharlach, New bv the widow for herself and chil
Kansas City, June 26.steady
to 10c
Alton.
York; Lazard Cohn, New York; G. dren, to secure their share of the esMarket
$3.00(i 5.50;
A Tennessee paper publishes this communication and answers It as fol
M.
steers
H.
Youncy,
Philadelphia;
Southern
richer
$15,000.
at
valued
tate,
is
;
TJJeras Road.
which
Blockers
lows: "Will the Woman's Press club go into competition with our local press- iKiole, El Paso; C. P. Heaton, Gib- southern rows 1 2. 2 5 (tl 3.50
$2.75
iwl feeders I3.25C 5.00; bulls
Fok the first time in months Major
You give Son.
ing club with the view of reducing prices? Anxious Inquirer.
western
H. It. Whiting, United States comiir'4.75; calves $3.75 i 6.00;
ua enn-ul- .
The Woman's Press club is not a washing and Ironing organiza
western fed
missioner and one of the oldest resi- fed steers $4.00 (if 6.50
Rturge.
press club member would prefs any man's clothes.
tion. No
Angeles; Will dents in this part of the territory, cows $2. 75 ii '4.50. 6000. Market strong.
L. W. Bennett,
Will you please stop your subscription to this paper."
Sheep receipts
M. Tipton. Los Angeles; H. L. Kaiser, who lives in old town, was able to
lambs $7.00 fn
$5. 10'fi 6.0(1;
Denver; John Sullivan, llagan; S. G. be out today. He has been suffering Muttons
range wethers $5.006.25; fed
7.75;
i
01
a
siege
severe
iicuinaiiMn.
to
al
He declined
General Fred Funston Is undoubtedly getting old.
illletle, Santa Fe; Emega Sing, Las with
(it
the recent warm weainer nun ewes $4.50 5.50.
low the soldiers to Join in a Fourth of July parade because he said they Vegas; H. F. Hall, Amarllla. Texas; but
.a..o
E Cue, Trinidad; J. W. Norwan, nan a iicneneiai eneci upon m
There wa.- - a time when the devil
would be insulted and probably attacked.
Chicago Livestock.
He
Dunn, and he Is feeling much better.
Itlchard
olorado Springs;
Chicago. June 26. Cattle receipts.
himself could not huve kept Funston from sending soldiers Into a parade 11 t'.wi
en- v..ir,,Mdriving
ciiy
louay
I.,,
u
u
Is
tne
Ku.il
arounil
srience.
Hteady. Beeves $4.65
16
tu
Market
000.
hostility,
Back
simply
to show that he wasn't afraid.
he knew there wa
View; William D. Badcliffe, Ueleii. Joying tne uaimy air auu
rg
cows $1.75i 4.75; heifers
f.i 7 00;
.
the Philippines for Fred.
me congra.iu!auuiiB
$2 6OW5.40; calves $5.0fi7.00; good
poor
to
7.00;
friends and acquaintances.
$5.70ji
Grand Central.
steers
prime
to
and from
Hi Mver, West Virginia; G. H.
They began cutting wheat in Kansas and Nebraska this wet-Bona Luna, a boy aged 16 years, medium $4fiaiii565; Blockers and
New York; T. I. Alietoii. was
by the police yesterday feeders $2,9055.15.
reports to date the farmers are going to buy more autos than ever before Lockwood,
Market
G. Burke, J. S. Clark, Las Vereceipts 13.000.
evening, upon complaint of a numSheep
and pankky Wall street Is going to have a case of epileptic fits. The yield Ohio;
, i. me liit her. Western $4.00iir
gas; Francisco S. y Montoyu, Alame- - ber of residents near Third street and
Al
Is not as large as uual but as the farmer remarked it Is "pretty nigh."
;
0
la; II. ". Schullz, Ableman, Wis.; Iv Tijeras avenue, that he was carrying 6.25: yearlings $6. ft 6.90 lambs and
that scare about the crop shortage was Just so much wind wasted.
K. Wilson, Las Vegas.
a pistol on his person. When search western f . " 4' !.- -.
reed a small revolver, used for disA soldier writes to The Citizen from the government sanitarium at Fort
IrMluoe Market.
Knvoy.
charging blank cartridges was found
quotaClosing
26.
July
Chicago,
Mrs. V. M. Williams and daughter. in his coat pocket:
Young Luna
liavard complaining that he does not get beef steak three times a day. He
Baltimore; Amos H. Case. wife, son, was 'biMunghl before Judge Craig this tions:
la resnectfullv referred to the army mess call "soupy, soupy, soupy withou
Sept. 95U.
Wheat July 92'i:
Chicago;
Oklaho
Louisa
Bulikineier.
age.
morning, but On account of his
a tringle bean, etc."
;
Sept.
July52
Corn
ma City; Waller Wilson, Magdalcna; and the fact
one
was
that there was indecidSept. 37.
lining,
in
(i,,ts Julv 42
Mr. and Mrs. w. M. 1'oulees, ki raso; t . i ppear
him. it
During these good hot old summer days it Is a wise man who know
July $15.95; Sept. $16.22.
Pork
1'hlllp Jagel, Los Luuas.
lock
him
Me.Mlllln
to
ed
Chief
have
Sept.
IH.75;
Ijird July
enough to break open the penny savings bank and buy a supply of coal fo
from
up for a short while.
Hibs July $8.57; Sept. $8.77 Ir
Like the elevator in tile department store, "tioing up'."
winter.
Craij.
Highlands
aro
8.
SO.
the
Residents
of
1.
City.
$40.00.
ee,
KlPlnlpli
wife, Kansas
voicing complaints about the condiIt usv
Three cyclones struck one Kansas town in one nlnht recently.
Money Murker.
Till.;
TO
I'Oll ANY- tion of Central avenue at the railroad
GO
M.i:
merto be that one cvclone could wine out an iVerane Kansas town in less than
New York, June 2(. Prime money
in some places
crossing.
rails
BX'Y.
The
TO
WANT
YOV
THING
cent;
grow
How ansa does
one night but it now takes three cyclones all ninhl.
15c are almost six Inches above the road- - cantile turner 5 2 fit ri6 3 par per
Key hole kiiwi
cent.
25c bid and Persons driving across are on call steady
Kitchen meat saws
jolting.
15c subjected to uncomfortable
It is believed that with the assistance of another expert or two. the late Ire tongues
Market
Speller
Where Hie track cross the sidewalks
'c
boy executive could have shown that liursum removed the whole penitential
Flower pot sprinkling cans
St. Louis, June 26. Spelter steady.
The' $6.:i7.
Galvanized sprinkling cans. 40 to 15.- the condition is still worse.
There li nothing like an i Xpert properly instructed.
to Colorado Springs.
1.1') tracks are a constant source of ancamp stoves
1.35 noyance and danger to the pedesstoves
St. I.oiiU Wool .Market.
Don't forget that the new city hall Is a necessity and will soon be brought Wag-- lamp
(mi
to 5.00 trian, and only two weeks ao a
covers f nun . . . . 2
St. Louis. June 26. Wool st i.lv;
Yule fur a new ciiy hall and help make Albuquer
before you at the polls.
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2.85 to
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. . Staab Building
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There has never been troubl
New York, June
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Try our Teas

CHINESE WOMAN f.l. D. DEFENDANT RECOVERS TESTIMONY

PASSES THROUGH

We have a full line of

JUDGMENT

b Gunpowder,

"I think Albuquerque (that's the
way to pronounce It, isn't it?) Is a
splendid city. From what 1 can ee
a very pretty place," unld
of it, it
Dr. Mary Stone, the first woman ChiCeylon-Indi- a,
nese doctor who ever visited the
United States, as she sat on the obOrange Pekoe,
servation platform of the east bound
flyer Inst evening.
Ceylon and
She was dressed In a simple gown
of
white and blue grass cloth, made
Emperors Blend
after the Myle of her people, her dark
hair combed back in the customary
a special blend for Iced Tea.
fashion of her country. Her black
eyes twinkled as she greeted her many
visitors.
It is something better
"This Isn't my first experience In
America," she added in perfect Kng-listhan you are now using.
"I came to this country when
1 was only 19 and
that was fifteen
years
ago,
but I've been away so long,
TRY IT
that I've forgotten lots of English
words."
Treiits 100 t nsN'si in n Day.
Miss Utone is traveling
in the
United States in the Interest of women's
missions,
an
to the
auxiliary
illlltTTTTTTTTTTTTIIIIIIIi Methodist church.
She was graduated
CSboccxxicxxxxicxxxxiocxxxxJcx
at the Michigan university school of
medicine in 186 after taking the regular four-yecourse. She went back
to China and became the head of the
Danforth Memorial hopital at
8 river. a large town on the Yangste
"Yes, I am In charge of the hospital," said Dr. Stone. "We only have
four nurses but we sometimes treat
as many as 100 casea in a day."
Chinese custom decrees that a woH man
n
shall never receive medical treatment from a man. "In fact," Miss
Stone explained, "they would rather
die than consult a man and o my
8 field Is unlimited." From 10 o'clock
8
in the morning until night the dispensary of the hospital is open to all
classes. Through the hot sultry days,
the court yard of the dispensary Is
tilled with women, each waiting for
her turn with the physician."
tiratcful to President ICooocvclt.
AWNING'S ADVANTAGES
Miss Stone was asked as to the
of her English name, "Mary
Stone."
"O, that's the translation of my
KNOWN TO THIS
name In English," was her response.
"In Chinese I am 'Shin
but
tnere isn't any use of you trying to
pronounce It," and the little doctor
laughed.
IE
Miss Stone Is proud of the fact that
through a special privilege granted by
President Koosevelt. she was able to
land immediately at San Francisco
y
enduring the two weeks'
Animal Availed Himself of without
the unhappy fortune of most Immigrants from China.
Shade to Disgust
"President Roosevelt sent a telegram to the head of the Immigration
of Owner.
bureau allowing me to land without
any red tape. Your president Is a
great man and I am going to see him
when I go to Washington."
A saddle horse tied In front of the personally
Miss Stone will sail back to China
drug store of 1J. H. Briggs Company, September
1.
In her absence, the hoson Gold avenue and First street, to- pital service had
be abandoned and
day gave an exhibition of horse in- she is anxious to toget
back. Her antelligence "which caused its owner to cestors for two generations
have been
; gettJUia horn laugh.
:
.
Christians.A native Trom out of the city rode
up to, the drug store, dismounted,
tied his animal to a telephone post In CAREFUL
ABOUT
front of the building, and walked up
the street. Returning a few minutes
Inter the owner found his horse on
FOOD IN SUMMER
the sidewalk under the awning In
the itiiade.
He gave the animal a slap and
made him move to the street. Na
hate to see this hot weather," u
sooner had the man disappeared, girl"I waiter
said in an Albuquerque
than the horse assumed his position restaurant yesterduy.
one knows
under the shade of the drug store what he wants to eat ".'o
and you have
awning.
The animal glanced envi- to wait while the patron
goes
ously at the people Inside sucking the entire bill of fare. A lot of over
men
soda through a straw and nodded believe that the warm season decordially to the drug clerk who was mands a complete change of diet and
deftly operating the sizzle machine. some of them have a hard time figPassersby had to turn out Into the uring
what they should eat. It's
street to get around the horse, who funny out
to hear two of these persons
monopolized the walk, but the ani- ordering together.
will order
Due
mal had his nerve with him and paid something and the other will remark
no attention
to slighting remarks. that the article is very heating, that's
He stood there In the shade dreamThey quit considering it and
ing of luscious alfalfa field and run- enough.
up another dish for discussion.
ning 'brooks till his master once take
There's some objection
to almost
more appeared upon the scene.
everything that is mentioned and a
Again the poor beast was compelled final decision
is reached only after
to stand out In the street in the hot
are weary of objecting or the
sun and he received a kick from his both
dishes on the bill of fare are exowner In the bargain.
The man hausted."
started off for the third time and
again the horse sought the shade.
The master, however, glanced behind FOREIGNERS
PASS
him and started to return, at which
the horse moved to the street of his
own accord and winked his left eye
THROUGH ALBUQUERQUE
slyly at a young lady who was passing.
Hut the owner came back
nevertheless,
untied the knowing
brute and tied him across the street
where there was no sheltering awn- B. Four Japs, en route to Vancouver,
C, from Mexico; one Chinaman
ing. There the best the animal could
do was to nibble at the grass of the bound for San Francisco from El
Paso;
two Spaniards en route to Los
Alvarado lawn.
Angeles from Mexico, and a number
of Germans, also ibound for California, arlved
Albuquerque
In
this
CASES FILED IN
morning on No. 10.
Directly after the train arrive!
the foreigners were ordered out
DISTRICT COURT here,
of their chair car in order that Immigration Inspector Green might inspect their tickets and permits. As
A suit for divorce was filed
late
result of his inspection the Japs
yesterday afternoon by Alice K. Hay- acontinued
north, while the Chink,
wood ugHlnst her husband. Warren M. Spaniards and
stopped over
Haywood. Chaves and Zedillo appear In Albuquerque. Germans
They leave tonight
as attorneys for the plaintiff.
No. 1 for the west.
Evidence In the case of Sufre Alex- on "It's
certainly
remarkable," said
ander against A. W. CMcland is Wing Inspector
Green this morning, "that
taken in the district court today. This an
can
American
make
himself uncase was recently appealed to Hie territorial supreme court by W. H. Chil-der- derstood to a man of any nationality.
attorney for the di ft inl.uit. that It he can't talk their language, he
court reversing the overruling of the can make them understand by the
defendant's demurrer by the district sign language. I have had to conju.lge. .Will H. Field is the attorney tend with thirty or forty different
for the plaintiff, who prays for an types of aliens and I have not had
accounting In connection with valu- any trouble with them."
able property north of the city.
The cane Is of suflieient interest to
attract considerable attention, as it THEY CAME TO THIS
Involves a large amount ,,f money and
valuable property. The taking of
testimony may require several days
CITY TO GE MARRIED
will be
and a number of u itno-'xc1

h.

MALOY'S

A suit which was instituted against
Amado Chaves several years ago by
Mrs. Ramona Labadle da Baca, as
administratrix of the estate of Roman A. Baca, deceased, to recover
a large sum of money which
she
claimed Chaves owed the estate, was
terminated today by a judgment signed by Judge Abbott in this city.
From this judgment It appears
that Amado Chaves is indebted to
the estate of Rfiman A. Baca in the
sum of J25.607.18, and that the estate of said It oman A. Baca Is Indebted to Amado Chaves in the sum
of $47,307.28.
The court orders the administratrix to pay to Amado Chaves the
sum of J21.729.10 in due course of
administration, with Interest at the
rate of ten per cent per annum.
A. B. MeMillen Is the attorney for
Chaves, and E. W. Dobson for Mrs.
Baca.

SANTA FE DONATES

ar

FOUNTAIN

LOCATION

Kln-kian- g,

Columbus
Hotel
Regular
Big Dinner
Sunday

do-la-

s,

-

The summer time schedule is now
operation at the American Lumber company's mill. The factories
run from s a. m. to 5 p. m., eight
hours instead of ten, and the saw
mill day for the day shift Is nine
hours, und for the ni(;ht shift eleven
hours a day for live days of the
week.
The saw mill is closed down
Saturday nights.
In

A

fortunate Texan.

Mr. E. W. Goodloe, of 107 St. Luls
St., Dallas, Tex., says: "In the past

1
have become acquainted with
King's New Life Pills, and no
laxative I ever before tried so effectually disposes of malaria and biliousness." They don't grind nor gripe,
2&c at all dealers.
Wednesday nigh'.
Dance at

year
Dr.

C.-in-

o

To Chicken TMtrr.
Mausnrd's Mills are
"nf good
wheat at 11.60 per 100 lbs.
Japanese Down Mattresses, Leggett
and Piatt steel springs Invite one to
sleep. Futrelle Furniture Co.
Dance at Casino Wednesday night,
o
See our Mission Iron brass and
wood beds; up to date pattern, prices
right. Futrelle'e, West end viaduct.

WE FELL
PRESCRIPTIONS

The Santa Fe railway has donated
Lee Ensign
statue and drinking fountain, which
was offered to the city by the National Humane alliance. The location is
between Central and Grand avenues,
and the railroad tracks and First
street, on which the road formerly
Intended to .build reading rooms.
The fountain was offered to the
city at a recent meeting of the city
council by the National Humane alliance, through R. W. D. Bryan, of
this city, president of the New Mexico Humane society, but at that time
there was some doubt as to whether
the city, should it accept the girl,
could find a suitable location for it.
The gift of the Santa Fe relieves
the council of considerable work In
looking for a suitable location for the
fountain, which Is a work of art, as
well, as an excellent means of providing pure water for man and beast.
At its meeting next week, the council will adopt a resolution accepting
the gift and thanking the donors.
A fortune in ten minutes at the
Gypsy tent on "The Pike" tomorrow night, next to the French bakery,
East Central.
The fish pond Is a
real novelty.

a site for the Herman

"SAFE

AND

SANE"

Santa Fe Restaurant

DON VOYAGE

of
J. 11. Wallace, superintendent
construction at the mines of the
Carthage Fuel company at Carthage,
N. M., and Miss Etta Lewis, of Fort
Collins, 'Colo., who came to Albuquerque yesterday morning for the purpose of getting married,
left ttiU
morning for Carthage.
The ermine
were chaperoned by L. It. Weber,
i
San Antonio, N. M., superintendent
of the mine, and a friend of both the
young man and young woman.
While it is not known whether
they were married, it Is declared to
be a fact that they came hero with
that intention.
The wedding ceremony, according to various trieiids of
the couple, was to have taken place
at the Sturges this morning, but an
Inellirv al tli.it lilace failed to ills- '
If e that they are married.
'

A teamster on Central avenue was
urging his team to haul a heavy load
of stone over a bump. The horses
balked and the driver began to beat
them. It was a chance for a representative ' of the humane society
only there seemed to be none present.
A middle aged man climbed on the
front wheel of the wagon and 'tsked:
"How much will you take for that
team '!"
"I wouldn't sell that team for all
yer money," came the emphatic reply.
"I've raised them horses from
colts and I won't part with them."
The man on the wheel argued fur
several minutes. Then he said:
"Drive on; I only wanted you tJ
give them a little rest."

iuis

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

LINE

wAvrr.o.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less

and the worries fewer.
YOU

A TEXiEPnOXK IX YOUR BOMB

otooooooooc--

FLY"

o

SCREENS

Door screens as strong; a an ordinary door at price that defy
e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at tha
eastern-mad-

SUPERIOR
PIJSTZNG MUiE"
SEE OUR NEW BRICK nniLTlINO

Gradi & Gianoini

SK)V000K0X3flK)fK

WHEN YOU BUY A

PIANO

BUY A

$8

DYNAMITING

JfEU)

telephone
The
yonr health, prolong! yaw Ufa
and protects yonr borne.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

OF COMMERCE

CHICKERING

&

SONS

There Are No Better

IS

WHITSON MUSIC CO., m
mi$. COW and PETTTT.

ROOM

X. T. ARMIJO RLDG.

12.

California

?000000K)00000
The Albuquerque

Hatters

Excursions

Hats Cleaned and Wocked In
For some days parties have been
bringing unusually large and tine
any Style Panamas a Spestrings of trout from the Pecos river,
cialty
and while most of the fish were legalClothing
steam
ly caught, the territorial game and
Cleaned and Pressed.
Exfish warden, V. K. Griffith, discovered ten days since that one party at
press Orders Attended
to
least had been using dynamite tin the
Promptly.
fish, killing hundreds of them, both
large and small. As a result, two
men were arrested In this city last
night and taken to Pecos, Sail Miguel
county, to day for trial.
&
Capt. Fred FornnfT, head of the terPliooe 580.
ritorial mounted police, arrived in Albuquerque last night In company with
Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena, of San
Miguel county. They had their men
located before arriving and soon had
them In custody.
They will be arraigned tomorrow
TO SELL.
before a justice of the peace at Pecos.
There Is a severe penalty for this
Some good corner lots on West
offense.
The number of fish taken by
Coal avenue. Also lots on Gold
the dynamiters is but a small part of
and Sliver avenues. Some good
the fish killed, as by far the majority
bargains in houses and lota in all
will range from minnows up to the
parts of the city. See Dunlr's
medium size, and only a few are of
,
Ileal Estate Agency.
sufficient weight to be taken by the
fishermen.
The game and fish warden does not
propose to drop the matter with the
arrest of these two parties, but several other dynamiters
and illegal
fishermen are to be arrested shortly.
Plenty of evidence can be secured, as
it Is almost Impossible for a man to
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
fish illegally on the Pecos without be- drivers in the city.
Proprietors of
ing seen.
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
H.YMIiKOOK PROS.
POLICE COl HT IN
112 John Street
NEW IIEAIiQl'ARTKKS Phone 506.
The new Albuquerque police, court
room In the Korber building will be
inaugurated tomorrow morning at 9
o'clock, when all prisoners arrested
prior to s a. m. will be tried before
Judge Craig.
213 South Steond Strut
In one section of the new court
Dealer In
room, Judge McClellan, justice of the
peace for precinct No. 12, will have Mcxic&n Drawn Work, Indian and Japhis offices. The oftiue of Justice of
the peace Craig will remain on south anese Novtltut including Japanese Hand
Painted China Vare J J J J
Third street.
by
Free band concert
American
Lumber Company band at Casino,
Wednesday night.
200 N. BROADWAY
ItR KF.N'T.
TWO ROOMS IN THE ItARXETT
We buy and sell horses, buggies,
Itl lLDING, SI'CO'I I LOOK: HI Sl
LOCATED ROOMS IX ItllLDING, and everything In live stock and vehicles.
LAWYER
FOH
AllI.E
Oil
Sill
PHYSICIAN.
INJURE ROOM 3,
TC IE PHONE 627
HARNETT HLDG.
Dance at Casino Wednesday night.
Free band concert by American
Lumber Company bind at Casino,
Wednesday niijlit.
Win n in need of anything in the
Dance at Casino Wednesday nlgli.

Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday during

June, July, August

Corner

3rd St

and September

Gold Ave.

::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30

30000000oaOf000

Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Dieo, Coronado and

Return

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

Highland Livery

T. E. PURDY,

accounts.

We solicit your account.

LINE

208

F. Alien

West Cold

Agent

When you pay your bills by check, you carry no money
on your p.rson, it is not necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
Y ou can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in t he Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone. The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for both la ire and small

Call up 597

C- -

From

Safety of the Checking Account

Hunter's Wagon Yard

d

Full Particulars

Get

SAjVl KEE

Illds will lie received by the Hoard
of Kducation for the construction of
cement sidewalks at t lie .Second,
Third and Fourth Ward school build-IngHlds will be opened Thursday,
June 27th at 4 p. m. at (1. X. Marten's oltiee. The board reserves the
right to reject any or all bids. Plans
15AKKRV
be seen at the clerk's ollice 111
Free band concert by American
Central building.
Company
Lumber
band
at
Casino,
French
Bakery Co. 202 E. B.R.Ave,
W.M. A. KKl.KHKK, Clerk.
Wednesday night.
N.ibudy passing along Kat Central
Dance at Casino Wednesday night.
avenue can fall to notice that "The
Pike" will be running full tilt tolast chance. Come to the aucmorrow night, next to the French tionYour
and et too. is tr nur own prire.
bakery. I.niulhn good, amusement
liickox-MaynarCo.
OalvaiiiAtl Iron Cornice, Tin Roofbe-- t.
Bring
belter.
refreshments
your friends along.
Tanks, (iiilvunlwj
Free band conceit by American ing, Shccp-di- p
Lumber Company band at Casino, Water Tanks, I'ljie and Repair Work
Free band concert by American Wednesday night.
Lumber Company band at Casino,
1- -2
Wednesday night.
Dance at Casino Wednesday night.
s.

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

C.

2l

Albuquerque Ordinances Pro- Charge is Made That Explosive Was Used on Pecos
hibit Discharge of Fire
River Trout.
Works or Fire Arms.

IS PRACTICAL

jO

Where to Dine Well

n,

ARRESTS

HE

WEST RAILROAD AVE
HUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

3

CAUSE OF TWO

The Fourth of July will not be
noisily celebrated In the city of Albuquerque, according to an announcement made by Chief of Police Thomas McMlllin this morning.
The city council about two years
ago adopted an ordinance forbidding
the discharge of firearms or the setting off of any kind of fireworks Inside the dry limits, and made it a
misdemeanor punishable by fine, for
any one to violate the ordinance.
Another feature of the ordinance
Is that all local merchants are forbidden to sell fireworks.
Obeyed Jjw lMHt Year.
"While the people were somewhat
Incensed about the ordinance at the
time. It was adopted," said Chief McMlllin this morning, "they nevertheless diil not violate It last year. The
Fourth In 1906 In Albuquerque was
very quiet, and we expect the forthcoming holiday to be as peaceable.
"Of course, if the people desire to
purchase fireworks, they can go outside the city limits to explode them.
"Wo have received quite a number of reports of boys discharging
parts of the
fireworks In different
city, but to date we have not succeeded in arresting any of the youngsters."

203

Dance at Casino Wednesday night.

MALLORY

IS FISH

DECREED FOR

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Galveston to New York
Attorney V. B. Chllders returned
last night from Washington, D. C,
VIA THE
where he went recently to look after
the interests of Delegate W. H. Andels-gat- e
drews in the Larrazolo-Andrew- s
contest.
This morning Mr. Chllders said:
Moot of Magnificent Modern Steel
"The testimony In the Larrazolo-Andrew- s
Steamships.
was
contest
opened in tho
Enjoying the glorious Oulf Expresence of counsel for both parties,
hilarated by ocean breeses and ilby the clerk, and it was first suglimitable views of sea and sky,
gested by the contestee that much
every sense is revived and stimuof it was Irrelevant, had no bearing
lated,
mind and body renewed and
upon the case, and should not be
energized by this tonic trip, enprinted because it would Inflict upon
hanced by the luxuries and comthe committee the reading of hunforts of modern steamships. Low
dreds of pages of testimony which
rates, including stateroom
berth
could have no possible bearing on the
and meals.
question as to who was elected deleA IU.KASANT. ECONOMICAL
gate.
IlEAI.THFVIi T1UP.
"On the other hand, Mr. Fergus-soSailings from Galveston every
representing the contestant, also
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday;
wished certain testimony to be strickfrom .Mobile every Tuesday; from
en out which had been taken on bellmnsrwick, tin., every Friday or
half of the contestant,
which I
Sntiinlny.
Connections at Key
thought should be printed and was
West, Kin., via P. & O. steamer for
important to the contestee.
Cuba and all points In Florida.
Testimony Favors Andrews.
For further particulars ask anv
"The result of the discussion was
that it was finally agreed that all the railroad Passenger or Ticket Agent
or address Agent at various ports.
testimony should be printed. The reAsk for copy of new and interestsult was practically an agreement being 4
Mallory Line Folder.
tween Mr. Fergusson,
representing
the contestant, and myself."
O. II. TAYLOR. IWr. Traffic
Mgr.,
In reply to the query, "What do
Broadway, New York
you think as to the probable outCity.
come of the contest before the committee," Mr. Chllders said: "In my
opinion the contestant
has wholly
failed to make out any case. Much
of the evidence taken by the contestant, as a matter of fact, is more BAR
beneficial to the contestee than to the
contestant, and the coutesee gains a
considerable number of votes there- 109 South First St. 'Phone 1036
by. Some of the testimony refers to
elections held in ltiOO and 1904 and
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
can have no possible bearing on thlJ
contest except to show the disposiFamily Trade a Specialty
tion of the contestant to put in evidence and Inflict upon the committee
immaterial evidence, and the desperate straights to which the contestant Is put. I do not hesitate to
say that in my opinion the committee will find that Delegate Andrews
has been elected Iby a majority of Consult
a Reliable Dentist
from 600 to 1,000."
Mr. Chllders stated that he enjoyed
his visit greatly.
He went from Full Set of Teeth
Washington
to the Jamestown ex$1.50 up
position, which he says, as Is the Gold Filling
Usual case with such affairs, Is not Gold Crowns
$6
In a state of completeness to justify
Painless Extracting., ,50c
Its being opened, though its attendance is increasing dally.
WAj WORK A IISOHTTEL y gcar.
ANTEED.
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Take the delightful ocean trip from

Japan,
English Breakfast,
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Oolong,
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IN FAVOR

Graduate of Ann Arbor and Long Litigation In District Attorney W. B. Chllders Well
Is In Charge of a
Court Finally Ended
Pleased With Showing
'
Hospital.
In Contest.
Today.
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ercise such a dominating inlluence
over him. I'ntil this adjustment,
satisfactory to the Czar's advisors,
has gone through Its various stages
the Russian situation may be expected to remain a disturbing feature in
European finances; anil the possibility of a return of European capital
lo channels of comparative Idleness
will remain practically as remote as
now. The Hank of England Is this
week shown to have improved its re
serves, and sterling exchange conditions seem to indicate a settled pol
icy In this direction. The Contlnen-- l
tal batiks have also Increased their
gold holdings.

t

i
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The wolf is the arch type of ravin,
the beast of waste and desolation.
thinly
It Is still found scattered
throughout all the wilder portions
of the United States, but has everywhere retreated from the advance of
civilization.
Wolves show an Infinite variety In
color, size, physical formation
and
temper. Almost all the varieties
with one another, however,
no that It is very difllcult to draw a
hard and fast line between any two
of them. Nevertheless, west of the
Mississippi there are found two distinct types. One Is the wolf proper,
or bLg iwolf, specifically akin to the
wolves of the eastern states.
The
other is the little coyote, or prairie
wolf. The coyote and the big wolf
Are found together in almost all the
wilder districts from the Rio Grande
to the valleys of the upper Mississippi and the upper Columbia.
a

Big wolves vary far more In color
do.
I have seen
while, black, red, yellow,
brown,
Array and grizzled skins, and others
representing every shade
between,
although usually each locality has
its prevailing tint. The grizzled, gray
And brown often have precisely the
coat of the coyote. The difference in
size among wolves of different localities and even of the same locality, Is quite remarkable, and bo, curiously enough, is the difference In
the size of the teeth, in some cases
even when the body of the wolf Is
as big as that of another. I have
een wolves In Texas and New Mexico which were undersized, slim animals, with rather small tusks. In no
way to be compared to the
giants of their race
that
dwell in the heavily timbered mountains of the northwest and in the
far north. As a rule the teeth of
the coyote are relatively smaller
than those of the gray wolf.
Formerly wolves were Incredibly
abundant in certain parts of the
country, notably on the great plains,
where they were known as buffalo
wolves ,and were regular attendants
on the great herds of the bison.
Kvery traveler and hunter of the
old days knew them as among the
most common sights of the plains,
and they followed the hunting parties and emigrant trains for the sake
of the scraps left In camp. Now,
however, there Is no district in which
they are really abundant.
The wolves, or professional wolf
hunters, who killed them by poisoning, for the sake of their fur, and
the cattle men, who likewise killed
them by poisoning, because of their
raids on the herds, have doubtless
been the chief Instruments in working their declination on the plains.
In the '70s and even In the early
'80s many tens of thousands of wolves
were killed by the wolvers In Montana and northern Wyoming and
western Dakota.

than the coyotes

long-tooth-
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SHAPE
Demands Are Steady and.
Outlook for Summer
Is Good.
New York, June 26. The money
situation and the crop prospects remain the important factors in the
stock market. As to the former,
the outlook Is quite sufficiently defined to justify caution In operations
on the exchange. There will. In the
next few weeks, unquestionably be
for quick
favorable opportunities
trading, but profits should be promptly taken on moderate advances and
purchases made only on reactions.
The atubbornnesB with which, the
market has withstood additional export engagements of gold, bringing
the season's total up to over $18,500,-00-iU
is a favorable indication of
temper; and when it Is considered
of unthat the week has been one summer
usual dullness even for the
underlying
of
season, this evidence
streiiKth becomes smwsth'e if the
slowing up of liquidation. Dullne
at this season Is, of course, normal
in that the large speculative inter
ests siek rest and recreation. This
leaves the field to smaller traders to
based on
transactions
undertake
their own Judgment of market inof
rink
these influences with the
by
fluences becoming overshadowed
arbitrary transactions on a large
.sale fur the acount of big operators.
Money Source.
The new engagements of gold have
alfurther reduced bank reserves un
most to the point of exhaustion
or
loans
less a severe contradiction
shall be shown by this week's statement; and lenders, toth by Inclination and necessity, are husbanding
their resources and pursuing a
policy of limiting accommodation to transactions in nowise connected with expansion or speculation.
The apparent redundance of call
money U but another evidence of
this policy, although it is quite true
that ttie extreme dullness In stock
speculation anil the consequent absence of banking requirements Is also an inlluence in the ease
in the market for demand funds.
Abundant call money under such
clr unistam eK represents timidity u
I tie part
of t tie lenders who refuse to
lie up their resources for specific
periods.
Professional Wall Street
deals with the future; it lias already
0,

UN-tln-

Nowadays the surviving wolves of
the plains have learned caution; they
no longer move abroad at midday,
anil still less do they dream of hanging on the footsteps of hunter and
traveler. Instead of being one of the
most common, they have become one
of the rarest sights of the plains. A
hunter may wander far and wide
through the plains for months nowadays and never see a wolf, though
he will probably see many coyotes.

...

,

Of all small animals the wolf Is
the shyest and hardest to slay. It
Is almoxt or quite as difficult to stlll-huas the cougar, and is far more
difficult to kill with hounds, traps or
poison; yet it scarcely holds its own
in numbers as well as the great cat,
and it does not begin to hold Its
own as well as the bear, a beast certainly more readily killed, and one
which produces fewer young at a
birth.
It is possible that this destruction
of the wolves is due to some disease
among them, perhaps by hydropho
bia, a terrible malady from
which
it Is known that they suffer greatly
at times.
nt

The difference even among the
wolves of different sections of our
own country is very notable. It may
be true that the species as a whole
Is rather weaker and less ferocious
than the European wolf; but it is
certainly not true of the wolves of
certain localities. The great timber
wolf of the central and northern
chains of the Hookies and coast
ranges is In every way a more formidable creature than the buffalo
wolf of the plains, although they in- tergrade.
The skins and skulls of
northern Montana and Washington
which I have seen were quite as
large and showed quite as stout claws
and teeth as the skins and skulls of
Russian and Scandinavian wolves, and
I believe
that these great timber
wolves are in every way as formidable as their old world kinsfolk.
However, they live where they come
in contact with a population of
frontier hunters, who are
very different from European peas
ants or Asiatic tribesmen; and they
have, even when most hungry, a
wholesome dread of human beings
Yet I doubt if an unarmed man
would be entirely safe should he,
while alone in the forest in midwin
d
ter, encounter a
park of
ravenously hungry timber wolves.
lf
of the
A
northern Rockies, In exceptional instances, reaches a height of 32 inches
and a weight of 130 pounds; a big
buffalo wolf of the upper Mississippi
stands 30 or 32 Indies at the shoulder
and weighs about 110 pounds; a Texan wolf may not reach over 80
pounds. The she wolves are smaller,
and moreover, there is often great
variation even in the wolves of close
ly neighboring localities.
rifle-bearin- g

fair-size-

full-gro-
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probahle that Douma after Douma
He Fired the Stick.
tlwintbertaln's rain Holm.
will follow In the footsteps of that
"I have Bred the walking stick Ive
It Is an antiseptic liniment and prenow Just end"d before the conditions carried over forty
years, on account vents blood poisoning resulting from
shall become acceptable to the autocrats or tlmmi Dukes to whom the of a sore that resisted every kind a cut, bruise or burn. It also causes
I'zar is so closely bound and who ex- of treatment, until I tried Bucklen's the parts to heal without maturation
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discounted to the very important ex
tent the reactionary condition of bus
lness or, more properly, the slowing
down of business activity that is
only now being generally appreciated
outside of the "Street;" and Is In a
position to recover as soon as gen
eral conditions Justify. The Justin-catiohowever, is not yet evident
Money is scarce the world over, with
every promise of continuing so a:
least during the balance of the year.
Demand IYoiu lVanee.
The demand for our gold has thus
far come largely from Paris, which
Is under pressure to strengthen
its
reserves In view of the unsettled
Russian situation, with which France
is so closely related In a financial
way by holdings of something like
$2,500,000,000
in Russian securities.
This is a load requiring financial
ability to protect; and with the protracted period of unrest that Is so
distinctly in prospect In the Czar's
domain, a redistribution of the funds
that France Is now calling home may
hardly be expected to become a factor in any market calculations of the
near future.
The dissolution of the Russian
merely a single
Douma represents
step towards the final adjustment of
the Czar's political affairs; it Is quite
Ol'TlU'KTS

far as money conditions

In

has healed th
a happy man,"
of North Mills,
for piles, burns,
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and In much less time than when the
usual treatment Is employed.
It allays the pain of a burn almost Instantly. For sale by all druggists.
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the

I'nlted States are concerned, an entirely new feature will be encountered this year, which will make Itself felt In connection with the usual
demand for currency by the agriculg
fatural sections for
cilities.
new
of
provision
the
This is the
legislation permitting the secretary
of the .treasury to deposit customs
receipts in national depositaries Instead of shutting them up In the
treasury as has heretofore been nec
essary during the
season. Therefore the treasury
will now naturally become a
subject of criticism If it continues to
lock up the enormous dally drains in
the form of customs collections, quite
as much ns In the past It has been
criticised for Its expedients In nullifying the effects of such unnecessary
withdrawals.
To this extent the local money situation promises this year to pass
through the crop period in a steadier
manner without the temporary abnormal strain usually resulting from
the combination of active Imports and
active agricultural demands.
llallrtMul Finances.
On the other hand there will be an
demand the next few
abnormal
months to finance railroad and other
obligations already contracted; but it
seems a safe Inference that few really
new railroad or Industrial enterprises
will appear as applicants for banking
accommodation for some lime in tne
future. The demand by the older enterprises will, however, be quite sufficient to absorb what capital will be
available. Meanwhile in view of these
conditions, any pronounced activity In
the stock market would he very likely
to produce much higher rates for
call money. Secretary t'ortelyou has
certainly acted the part or wisdom
in timing the withdrawals of $30,000,-00- 0
of public money from the gov
ernment depositaries so that they
shall occur after the July dividend
and interest payments are arranged.
Preparations for the latter should
naturally cause a hardening of local
Interest rates during the closing days
of the month, while the withdrawal
of the $30, (MIO, 000 public deposits
from the banks during the early part
of July will promptly be returned In
and
the form of bond redemption
other treasury disbursements.
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Crop developments are closely following the course that experience and
calm Judgment suggested when the
g
season was at Its height.
The American people have a penchant
for new high records; they are dis
appointed at average results and find
slight occasion for enthusiasm in such
results.
Present Indications certainly point
to average grain crops, if weather
from now on shall remain favorable
and the fact that the wheat carryover
this year is large and that there Is an
assured foreign demand for our grain
at high prices will go a long way
towards comforting our agriculturists
for their failure to once more estab
llsh record harvests. Meanwhile rail
road traffic statements are making an
Increasingly favorable showing.
For the month of May. for Instance,
seventy-on- e
railroads showed an Increase In gross Income of .$11,771,000
or 14 per cent, over the corresponding figures for 1808; for the second
week In June eighteen roads are $5,- 612,000. or 19 ier cent, over last
year's figures. So far as net earnings
are concerned the April figures are
the only data available In a large
way; these for eighty-on- e
roads show
an Increase of $7. 892,000, or 23 per
cent a figure almost Identical with
the Increase In gross earnings. These
comparisons are distinctly beeter than
those of a few months ago.
HENRY CLEWS.
crop-killin-

The Made No. 8.
Number three is a wonderful mas
cot for Geo. H. Parrls,
of Cedar
to a letter
Grove, Me., according
which reads: "After suffering much
with liver and kidney trouble and becoming greatly discouraged by the
failure to find rellf, I tried Electric
Hitters and as a result I am a well
man today. The first bottle relieved
completed
the
and three bottles
cure. Guaranteed best on earth for
stomach, liver and kidney troubles
by all dealers.
o

Are you looking for something? Remember the want columns of The
Evening Citizen are for your especial
benefit.
It talks to the people and
they talk to you.
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Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l,
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BALDRIDGE

ALBUQUERQUE,

Our Work

NEW MEXICO

U. B. DKROBITOBY
Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Proflts

are right

Depository for Atchison, Topeka

All Kinds

Solicits

OrriCKRS AND OIRmCTOR
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
President
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKKK
Cnhler
R. A. FROST
AasUUnt Cashier
H. F. RATNOLDB
Director

1

t

and

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

S

Our Prices

Accommodation,

1150,000.00.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RT.

PAINT Covere more, looks best, wean
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDING
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Door. Etc.
FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE. ALRUQCERQUE, NEW BIKX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

Every Proper

OFFICE R3 AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge. Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O, E.Cromwell.

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

&

$600,0M.M
$250,000.0

Santa Fs ilallway Company

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

IT WEANS HIM
The running of a bank account has a.
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save
money.
n.
s
s
We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

::::::

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
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Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

BY . . .

The Citizen Publishing Co.
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Arnica Salve: that
sore and made me
writes John Garrett,
N. C. Guaranteed
etc., by all dealers.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

token of

and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin whits pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
Inferior kind.

They Keep the Flies Out

HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL UTTLC
TO MAKE AHY
FcND REMEMBER ME .'XT

THAT

3

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
IIWW.'SWI!

RIO

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE
CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, o oc

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

K4NC2VCK0

"OLD RELIABLE).
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EVEN-IN-
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ESTABLISHED

1371.

B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

H

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staule Groceries Is
In the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.
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Join the

Club

Anti-He- at

HE DEFRAUDS
JT MEETS every Summer at this store.
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Mission Leather Seat Rockers from
to select from. See our
assortment
large

m

W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co.

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT
Machinist Helper J. F. Jackson has headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, who
has been spending the winter months
gone on the road firing.
with Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Minnls, has
home for a short visit with his
Fireman Spidell has gone to La gone
parents.
He will return here soon.
with,
his folks.
Junta for a visit
(Murphy,
D.
E.
a clerk In tne masEngineers Clarke, Rueb and Shep- ter mechanic's otilce,
has been transherd are on the extra board.
ferred to the general foreman's of
fice,
Paul Scott, the regular
Fireman Lampton Is the only name clerk while
is on his vacation. The vaon the firemen's extra board.
cancy In Mr. Harlow's office Is being
Fireman Flatt resigned from ser- filled by Miss L. Kepner.
vice on the New Mexico division yesA coal car being switched to the
terday.
lower yards was derailed near the
yesterday
afternoon.
Fireman Mlnnlch, Tapp, Green and coal chutes
the car jumped the tracks It
Marino have been called up for pro- When
plowed
ground,
causing
a
into the
motion.
refrigerator car to topple over. Both
L. P. Bentel, recently employed as cars were slightly damaged.
an engineer, has been placed on the
43, the engine which has done exextra board.
cellent work during the last few
passenger trains to
Freight engine 1629 will be run years In pullingAlarcial,
was sent to
Into the shops tomorrow morning for and from San
yesterday morning
place
the
latter
a general overhauling.
as a light train It Is scheduled to
Freight engine 1650 was turned out be placed on one of the small
of the Santa Fe shops this morning branches on the Illo Grande division
for local work.
after undergoing light repairs.
Yesterday morning at 4 o'clock first
Ben Williams, chief of the Santa
Fe special police, went south on No. 33 was standing at Hlbera with no
flag out when the second
section
9 this morning.
. .
came along and struck the rear end.
Mr. Bridgman, one of the round- Five cars were damaged, 'but no one
house machinists, has resigned to ac- was hurt. No delays to trains was
caused by the accident as It happen
cept a position at El Paso.
ed at the station and the passing
H. M. Powell, formerly chief clerk track was used as the main line.
In the storekeeper's office, has gone
H. C. Herliy, chief clerk In Master
to Topeka, where he has accepted a
Mechanic Harlow's office, and G. P.
position In the general storehouse.
Clark, head timekeeper at the shops,
Freight enj.ie 1017 was sent to lert last night on No. 1 for Los Anthe general shops at Topeka last geles to attend the meeting of the
evening, pulling a stock train, en chief clerks and timekeepers of the
route to the Kansas City markets.
coast lines. The chief matter of business will be to instruct the clerks
9,ri0 and 965, freight engines used and timekeepers
the new system of
brought
on the Arizona division were
distribution
and accounting, which
placed
in
Monday,
to
be
dead
here
goes into effect July 1.
the shopH for an overhauling.
F. G. Pettibone, general manager
Robert Cargo, a elerk In the
of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe
office, has been transferred railway with headquarters at Galvesto La Junta, Colo., succeeding F. W. ton, arrived In the city early this
Wenhamer, who takes Cargo's place morning on belated No. 7 from La
here.
Junta, where his private car was at
tached to
train.
left at 2:05
A. W. Douglass, manager of the o'clock thisthe morning He
9 for
on
local telegraph relay station, has re- Engle. N. M., where he Is No.
Interested
turned from the meeting of the San- In several big irrigation projects
be
ta Fe telegraph managers held in ing constructed there. From Engle
Topeka.
ne win go to El Paso.
freight
J. M. Marshal, formerly
An order has been issued by Suclerk in the North Topeka office has perintendent
Averlll of the Tucson
freight division, Southern
C.
as
Hanoi
succeeded H.
Pacific,
to have
cierk In the storekeeper's office at coaches containing
Mexicans and
the shops.
Chinese and Japanese for deporta
the rear end of trains.
On account of various delays on tion placed on
order says: Mexican coaches
the middle eastern divisions trains The
deporting Chinese
coaches
and
for
Nos. 7 and 9 did not arrive here unand Japanese, and other light and
til 1:25 o'clock and 1:35 o'clock, re- old
cars must not be placed on passpectively this morning.
senger trains except on the rear end.
will restrict the movement of
this
E. J. IlowaW, J. Dougherty, Dave
Hazel, A. E. Jeffries, H. J. Park. such cars to Nos. 7 and 8 on account
L. Maxwell, Santa Fe trainmen run- of the observation cars on Nos. 9 and
ning between LaS Vegas and Albu- 10.
querque, are in the city today.
Eiiiliezzlcinciit Charge.
Denver, Colo.,
H. T.
25.
June
2007, the local switch engine which
Barnes,
a bookkeeper, 28 years of
had several small accidents In the age,
Birmingham,
on
in
wanted
Ala.,
lower yards Sunday and which waB
placed In the shops for minor re- the charge of embezzlement, was arrested at the ostortiee
last night.
pairs, was discharged lust night.
Barnes refuses to make a statement
Charles Whiting, formerly a lieu- regarding the case.
tenant In the local battalion of the
Dance at Casino Wednesday night.
Guards, and
New Mexico National
fruit agent here for the Santa Fe,
Free band concert by American
night
city
from
in
arrived
the
last
Winslow to resume his old position. Lumber Company band at Casino,
Wednesday night.
o
Charles Bond, formerly chief clerk
Colic and Diarrhoea.
to storekeeper Custer, and who was
Pains In the stomach, colic and
transferred to the San Bernardino
office, has ibeen transferred again, this diarrhoea are quickly relieved by the
use
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
time to the Winslow ortic as chief
and Diarrhoea Remedy.
When in
clerk.
need of such a medicine, give it a
stenographer
trial. For sale by all druggists.
Miss Helen Finch, a
at the
In the storekeeper's office
If you want anything on earth, you
shops, will leave July 5lh for an extended stay In Los Angeles, San can get It through the want columns
of
The Evening Citizen. We get recanyon,
and
Francisco, the Grand
upon returning will visit her moth- sults.
o
er living In Winslow.
Dance at Casino Wednesday night,
o
the
Murphy.
Master Clarence
For, scratches, barns, cuts. Insect
young son of J. P. Murphy, general
the many little hurts comof the liike Shore & bites and every
storekeeper
mon
to
family, use DeWltt's
railway,
with
Michigan Southern
Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve.
i3ld
by J. H. O'PJelly & Co.
Our ROTTGIt DKY worlt aon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laun-ir- y
m

etore-keeper-
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The
Club Uniform is viz: One of our Single or
Double Breasted Blue Serge iiuits, a Straw Hat,
Negligee Shirt, Bal Briggan Underwear, thin
Hosiery and a Summer Tie.
You'll be pleased with the Uniform.
It will look well and you will not object to its
price. The annual dues fot the entire outfit are
not high and need not exceed

BANK
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Small Arrivals Reported In Clever Scheme Worked by
Kansas City StockMan at El Paso to
yards.
Secure Money.
Kansas City, June 26. The total
receipts of cattle last week were
heaviest of the year, at 50,000 head,
containing an extra large proportion
of cattle from below the quarantine
line, grass steers of medium to common quality. , Fed steers weighing
above 1100 pounds ndvaneed 10 to
25 cents, and sold at highest figures
of the season, bulk of sales 16.00 to
16.75, top $6.80. Light weight steers
and good to choice cows and heifers
held about steady, medium to common
she stuff 10 to 25 lower, grass quarantine steers 10 to 35 cents lower.
Supply today is 10.000 head, a reduction of 4,000 head from last Monday,
and the market averages
steady.
Grass cattle have not started from native territory in any great numbers,
although some wintered steers are
coming, which sell at $4.75 to $5.75.
The receipts of cows and heifers Is
small, pending some decision In the
controversy regarding the sale of she
stuff subject" and prices today are
about steady. Overtures have been
made by packers toward ending the
trouble, and while nothing has been
settled, the tendency in believed to be
toward an ultimate victory for the
sellers. Offerings of stock and feeding grades Is small lately, prices not
much changed, stock steers $3.75 to
$4.65, feeders $4.40 to $4.90.
Muttons supplies Inst week were
30,000 head, market a quarter lower
on sheep, about steady on lambs. Supply today 7500 head, 15 to 25 cents
lower again, making the break since
three weeks ago 75 cents to $1.50,
greutest loss on lambs. Lambs sell today at $7.00 to $7.60, Arizona wethers
106 lbs., at $5.60, yearlings
worth
$6.00, Texas muttons $5.15 to $5.60,
goats $3.25 to $4.00, including goats
for the country. Hange offerings during the last week have not been as
good quality as heretofore.
Primary
cause of the recent break is tne fact
prices
point
reached
a
retail
that
three weeks ago where consumers
felt compelled to turn to cheaper
meats, and eastern marketsdii not re
port much Improvement In thi de- mand since the slump.
no case of Indigestion, no
matter how obstinate, that will not bo
speedily relieved by the use of Kodol.
Kodol contains the same Juices found
In a healthy stomach.
Conforms to
the Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold
by J. H. O'Rielly Ac Co.
o
Card signs, "Rooms for Rent."
"Board," etc., for sale at the office of
The Evening Citizen.
A prompt, pleasant, good remedy
for coughs and colds Is Kennedy's
Laxative Cough Syrup.
It contains
no opiates and does not constipate.
by
Sold
it.
J. H
Children like
O'Rielly & Co.
There

Is

El Paso, Tex., June

A clever
American
National bank of this city has been
brought to light by the confession
of the would-b- e
swindler, who now
lies at the point of death In the laat
stages of consumption at Hotel Dleu.
The scheme was one of the most simple and at the same time most cunningly devised ever attempted here,
resting wholly on a forged telegram
from the national bank of Silver
Bow, Mont., to the local bank ordering payment of $2,500 to George
E. Spencer, the
swindler.
Spencer, according to his confession, had an accomplice in one of
the telegraph operators In the Western Union Telegraph office In this
city. The operator, who is known by
the telegraph people but whose name
Is being kept secret, left town when
the matter was discovered and has
not yet been apprehended.
Swindle Well Planned.
The swindle was well planned.
Spencer, who came to El Paso about
a month ago afllicted with an advanced stage of consumption, conceived the Idea of having money sent
to him by telegraph. He enlisted a
telegraph operator in his scheme,
agreeing to divide the spoils. As a
part of the game Spencer made dally
calls on the American National bank
asking If a telegram for money to
his order had been received. He
told the bank officials of his plight,
saying he was formerly a bookkeeper of Silver Bow, Wont., and that he
had come here for his health and expected to receive a telegram for
money from a rich relative of Silver
Bow, whom he had written for aid.
In the meantime the telegraph operator had gotten to work and Friday morning a telegram was found
on the delivery book at the Western
Union telegraph office. The clerk
took It from the hook and copied it.
It was addressed to the American
National Bank of El Paso.
Used Fake Telegram.
The telegram ordered the bank
here to pay to George E. Spencer
$2,500 and was signed "The Silver
Bow National
Bank, Silver Bow,
Mont." It concluded with the state
ment that $5,000 additional had been
sent by mall.
When Spencer called at the bank
Friday morning on his regular daily
visit he found that a telegram had
payment of
been received ordering
the money. Cashier John Wyatt,
however, owing to his training in conservative banking methods, was unwilling to pay so large a sum
fromthe Silver Bow
bank. He forwarded $50 to Spencer

attempt

to

defraud

.

26.

the

$20.00 or $30,00

Join the Club and adopt the Uniform and we
can assure you that you'll nevrr regret having
done so, and you'll pay your dw.a willingly.

M. MANDELL

COFYR10HT 1904
WASHINGTON
FASMIONABLt

CLOTMINa

COPYRIGHT 1904

WASHINGTON

FINE CLOTHING & FURNISHING
Agent For

jjThe Washington Clothing

FASHIONABL8.

CbOTMINO.

None Better

xxxxxxixxuxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxr:
and told him to call later for the
remainder.
He Con femes.
As soon as he received the money
Spencer took a cab and was driven
to the Hotel Dleu. While here his
telegraph
accomplice called upon
him. When he learned that only $50
had been advanced on the telegram
the operator was seized with a panic
and, fearing the scheme would be
detected, fled from the city. The police are still looking for him.
Lying on what he believed to bo
his death bed at the hospital Spencer contemplated his act and repented. He wrote a letter to Mr. Wyatt,
making a full Ibreast of the whole
matter and telling him he could have
the $50 or as much as remained of It
If he would call at the hospital. This
Mr. Wyatt did and received all of
the money with the exception of a
few dollars.
Spencer Is still In the hospital, but
he is In a dying condition and he
can not live more than a few days
at most. He will 4e taken care of
and allowed to remain at the hospital till the ehd.

DeWltt's Kidney ana Bladder Pills
are unequaled for Backache, weak
kidneys, inflammation of the bladder
and all urinary troubles. A week's
treatment for 25 cents. Sold by i.
H. O'Rielly & Co.

Remarkable Rescue

principal points In Illinois, Iowa, Kan-

FEE'S

;oor, corn twktt bee
STORE.

AT WALTON'S DUl'G

needed

VIA

10

is

Doctors failed to help me and all hope
had fled when I began taking Dr.
King's New Discovery. Then instant
soon
relief came. The coughing
ceased; the bleeding diminished rapidly, and In three weeks I waa able
to go to work." Guaranteed cure for
coughs and colds. 60c and $1 at all
dealers. Trial bottle free.

breaking in

Special Excursions

Michigan, Mianwout, .Missouri,
stranger than fiction, sas,
North and South Dakota's and Wishas once more been demonstrated in consin.
the little town of Fedora, Tenn., the
Dates of sale June 15, 1, 17, 12.
residence of C. V. Pepper. He writes 23. 24. 29. 80, July
1, 2, 8. 4, 6, 6, 10,
"I was in bed entirely disabled with 11. 12. 19, 20, and 21. Final return
hemorrhages of the lungs and throat. limit

That truth

No

October 81st.

Philadelphia and Return

$59.25

The flexible sole Red Cross
Shoe is comfortable from
'he start.
The burning and aching
:aused by stiff soles and the
tvils of thin soles are pre
vented bv the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
feet for hours at a time with.
'
:omfort.
A stylish

Tickets on sale Julv 11. 1 .rA i
Return limit July 23rd. By depositing shoe
i
mil,
ana paying i it may be
extended to leave Philadelphia up to absolutely
unu tiiviuuing uuiy 5ist.
comfortable

thafs

iii-Kc-

T. E Purdy, Agent

COAL

MI

Best American Block, per ton . . $6.50
Anthracite Nut, per ton
$8.60
Anthracite stove and Furnace
per ton
$9,50

Everyone should take a tonic in the Spring ; their systems require it. The blood hat
become thick and sluggish with the accumulations left in the system from breathing the
impure air of closed rooms and overheated buildings; the heavy, rich foods of the Winter
season, etc., and when this vital fluid is aroused and stirred to quicker action by the return
of warmer weather, these waste matters and poisons are distributed through the circulation
to act depressingly and injuriously on the system. The blood being in this unnatural and
impure condition is unable to furnish the body with the proper amount of nourishment and

WOOD
DKY CEDAR

PINION

AND

TORNILLO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

faun

Si, KiJ Cna
Cell Bfakirt
S40O

)xfords,
ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN

ill Railroad Ar.oat
strength, and the system suffers from debility, weakness, nervousness, indigestion, loss of
S.
appetite, and many other unpleasant symptoms of a disordered blood circulation.
Thos. F. Keleher
602 80UTH FIRST STREET.
The depleted system must have assistance ; it needs a tonic and it is important that the
DEVOE8 READY PAINT
proper one be selected. When the health is m this disordered condition it is not safe to When you want to buy, tell, One Gallon Covers $00 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
take unknown concoctions, sarsaparill as, etc.,
Stops Leaks. Lasts Five Yean.
Your 8. S. 8., In my opinion, Is as good a medicine as
exchange
or
rent
because they usually contain potash or can be had; it simply cannot be Improved npon as a
to purify and enrich tne blood and to Invigorate
other strong mineral ingredients which act remedy
408 Witt Railroad Awaaaa
and tone up the system. This spring my blood was bad
and
often
dangerously on the and I was ran down in health, and having seen your Household Goods
unfavorably
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
y
highly advertised 1 commenced Its use.
weakened system, at a time when medicine
my blood is in fine condition and my general health is of
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATft
Keep
busy
until
you
find
it needs gentle and natural stimulation to the best. Am filling position as fireman for a large conLOANS.
Aotomatlo Phone 411.
here, and if I was not in good physical condition it
throw off the impurities and recuperate its cern
would be impossible for me to fill the place. Tour 8. 8. 8.
Furniture Co. Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bulldln
lost energy. A great deal is being said has been of great service to ma and
I do not hesitate to
it the credit it deserves.
WM. F. VAN DYKE.
these days about living close to nature, and give
A. E. WALKER.
214 W. Cold Ave.
bl5 Fifth St., Beaver Falls, Penn.
it is more applicable to medicines, perhaps, o
ritE
INMURANCK
New Mexico
than anything else. Nature has provided a remedy for all the ills of mankind, and medicines Albuquerque
Secretary Mutual Bnlldlns; Assoess
lion. Of floe at SIT West Itsllr
made from nature's vegetation act better in every way than do the strong mineral mixtures
STenne.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
which are the products of the chemist's or apothecary's shop.
' The greatest of all tonics is S. S. S. It is made entirely of the roots, herbs and barks
E,
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
of the forests aud fields, selected for their purifying and health restoring qualities; and as
TRANSFER STABLES.
it does not contain the slightest trace of mineral in any form it is especially adapted for a Horses
and Mules Bought and Exsystemic remedy, one that is absolutely safe for young or old. S. S. S. acts directly on
changed.
with Raube and Mauger
Co.
the blood, ridding it of any and all impurities and poisous, and restoring the lost properties BEST TOURNOUTS IN
Of flee, 115 North First 8C
THE CITT
Drink Pabst Blue RibALUCQCERQUE.
N. M.
Free band concert by American of rich, nutritive strength so that it is enabled to supply to the system the heathful, invig- Second Street, between Railroad and
bon Beer at meala and
Company band at Casino, orating energy needed to pass this trying season of the year.
Copper Avenue.
between meals, both as Lumber
most
the
is
action
prompt,
Its
TOTI A OK API
an aid to digestion and for Wednesday night.
pleasant and satisfactory of all tonics
the tonic properties of
Baby buggies galore, from $J.50
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions. H
the hops it contains.
COAL
and blood purifiers, and those who are
(rubber tires) to J20.0U. Futrelle
Grain and Fuel.
Furniture Co.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
American block, per
beginning to feel the need of a medi- Genuine
Cigar. Place your orders fe
ton
$.m and
All stomach troubles are qulck'y
cine to fortify the system against the Ccrrlllos
this line with us.
Lump
$.&
by
taking
a
relieved
little
Kodol
after
food
in
is
rich
value
It
NORTH TH T.D 8T
$8.50
meal. Kodol goes directly to
unpleasant conditions that come with Anthracite Nnt
from the I'abst Perfect each
seat of trouble, strengthens th
Anthracite
mixed
$$.00
Mult, and con- the
well
to
do
commence
will
its use Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
Spring,
digestive organs, digests
you
tains only enough alcohol eat. Sold by J. H. Oitiellywhat
& Co.
THIRD STREET
at once. It will not only tone up the
sizes
$9.6
to stimulate the digestive
$$.00
organs to healthy action.
by American
system, but will remove any taint or Clean Gas Coke
Free band roncert
WOOD.
Lumber Company band at Casin,
minor that may be in the blood and thus prevent an outbreak of Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum Green Mill Wood, per load .... $2.28
Wednesday nifcht.
of Freh and Salt Haas
or other rash or eruption of the skin. S. S. S. restores lost energy, relieves that all worn out,
W. H. HAHN & CO. AU Kinds
When you feel the need of a pil'.
Steam Sausatre Factory.
You will never acquire, take a De Witt Little Early Riser. tiled feeling, quiets the nerves, helps the appetite and imparts a relish for food, and in every
EMIL UUEXWOIIT
Both Phones,
but overcome, the desire for .Sold by J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
Masonic ButldlnK. North Third Btr
way adds tone and vigor to the entire system, and prepares it for the depressing Summer
strong drink by using Pabst
New Arrival for tlio Week.
Rihlxin Heer. Iecausa
months that are to follow.
chairs and rockers.
Mision
Don't Forget The
its food values far exceed bed4T.0room
D. A. GLEYSTER
Prince.-dr-.
suites.
In selecting your tonic for this year do net be led into believing that others are "just as
Luffett.
Hi stimulating properties.
s
(Wardrobe good,"
isers,
ALL
THE
OF
GREATEST
TONICS, and one that for more than ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
but get S. S. S.,
writing desk and Chiffonier combin
ed I, (istermuor Muttrt.-.-eINSURANCE. RKAL
EST ATI- forty years has been recognized as such. It is Nature's tonic, absolutely pure and safe, and THE Ol. PEST MILL IV THE CITY.
Furniture Co.
NOTARY ri!RMO
lirst-clas- s
Ernest Meyers & Co.,
is
for
all
S.
reliable
S.
S.
iu
sale at
drug stores.
every way.
W hen in need of aafi, door, frame.
W. Silver Ave., Albuquerque.
Subscribe for The Citizen and get
etc. Sen-ework a Kfieelulty. 103 Konnif 1? and 14 Cromwell tt...
Phone 125.
the news.
SuulJi
Albuquerque. Telephone No. It-- .
btrcet. Telephone 403.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA. CA.
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NEED and we sell cool footwear. These
are stylish and made with a view to
the comfort of all who wear them. They are
dressy, too, and give a swell effect to your general
appearance. They are not expensive when you
think of the pleasure they give.

Men's Canvas Shoes and Oxfords
,
$1.50
Men's Vici Kid, CalforTatent ColtOxfords $1.65 to 4.00
Men's Vici Kid, Calf or Patent Colt Shoes 2. 25 to 4.00
Women's Vici Kid or Patent Kid Oxfords 1. 50 to 3.50
Women's Vici Kid or Patent Kid Shoes t.65 to 5.00
Women's Canvas Oxfords, white or gray 1.50 to 2.25

T. Y. MAYNARD

We Are Displaying
Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass
HICKOX-MAYNAR-

J.
busiest

The

CO.

D

JE WELER8

Tha Arch Front

South Second St.

H. O'RIELLY DRUG CO.

Arug store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
The
recently refitted our ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a sitting;. The best of everything In our line.

AN ELEGANT LINE OF LIBBEY'S
BRILLIANT CUT OLABf

H. E. Fox, Secretary and Manager.

THE WAGNER HARDWARE

Plumbers

32

2 3 W. R.R.Ave.
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NEW MEXICO '8 LEA DING

PA R A (J R A P II S
Denver. Colo., June 26. Fair tonight and Thursday, except Bhowers
In northeast portion.

Summer Time

The

PERSONAL.
WEATIIKH

In The Hot Old

GEO. W. HICKOX

ALBUQUERQUE

GO.

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Our
Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

On time.
On time.

No. 1.
No. 7.
No. 9.
No. 4.
No. 8.

n time.
On time.
On time.

Philip Jagel, of Los Lunax, i In
the city.
,
t
3. M. Sandoval' la In Santa Fe on
business.
Walter Wilson Is in the city from
Magdnlena, N. M.
in
Wltllnm n. KadcllfTe, of Helen.
the city today.
Don't forget Mrs. Itummel's tea to- inofrow afternoon.
Dr. James McOlurp, of Thomas- ville, Ky., is In the city.
Mrs. A. A. Tlnguely, of San Mar- clttl, Is In the city today.
I II. Weber and party from San
Antonio, are in the city.
B. Spitz, of U. Ilfela & Co., left this
morning for Los Angeles.
C P. Heaton arrived In the city
from Gibson, N. M., today.
Charles Thomas, of Cedervale, Kan.,
Is a late arrival In the city.
Frank Salasar. a well known sheeD
man from Paraita, Is in the city.
Mrs. J. N. Hroyles, of San Marclal,
is visiting In Albuquerque today.
Fred Scott, of Elmlra. N. Y.. Is the
gueBt of friends in the Highlands.
John Kascoe, of Okmulgee, I. T.( Is
a visitor with friends In this city.
Richard Dunn, of East Las Vegas,
is a business visitor in the city today.
S. O. Gillette, a well known resident of Santa Fe, Is In the city to
day.
Miss Maude Jones, of Waterville,
Maine, Is the guest of friends In this
city.
J. E. Genlchler and wife, of East
St. Louis, 111., arrived In the city last
night.
Manuel 6. Pino, a well known
sheep man of Magdalena, is here on
business.
Will M. Tipton and L. W. Bennett,
of Los Angeles, are in the city on business today.
of SoAbram Abeyta,
corro county, Is in the city on business today.
L. H. Barton left this morning for
Colorado Springs, Colo., on a business trip.
Lackland Singleton arrived In the
city this morning from Florida
to
visit his sister.
Pat Bradley, assistant superintendent of the Carthage Fuel company, is
in the city today.
Herman Boettger, of Monltowoe,
Wis., is the guest of Attorney H. L.
Ortiz, at Santa Fe.
Ellsworth Ingalls. a local attorney,
spent yesterday In Las Vegas, returning home last night.
A. B. McMillen, a local attorney,
spent yesterday in Santa Fe, returning home last night.
Mrs. W. J. Bailey returned to her
home In Denver this morning after
a visit with friends here.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn passed
through Albuquerque this morning en
route to Santa Fe from the southern
part of the territory.
Attorney H. M. Dougherty, of Socorro, passed through the city yesterday en route to Santa Fe.
Llberato Baca, speaker
of the
bouse of representatives In the last
territorial legislature, is vlsting in the
city.
Trinidad Romero and daughter,
who have been visiting In Las Vegas,
have returned to their home in

)
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EVENING

CITIZEN.

er loft this morning for Rtncon. N.
M
on official business.
Justo l Armljo, who has been In
California for the past two years. Is
In th
city visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. it. Armljo.
Nelll H. Field, the local
attorney
who has been spending a week at his
summer cottage on the Pecos river,
has returned to the city.
The local I jds'i 'f A. F. & A. M ,
imd a b.xniU(t at t'lulr rooms last
evenlnir, whinn w.i
ottcndd bv .
large number of members.
L. It. Babcock. a merchant
nnd
mining operator of Kelly, who transacted business in the city yesterday,
returned home last night.
Kan.,
James Mason, of Wlnfield,
arrived this morning to spend the
summer with a camping party In the
mountains of this vicinity.
J. P. Lyng, traveling freight and
passenger agent of the Santa Fe Central railway, left Santa Fe this morning for points along the system.
Col. Charles H. Hunter, of El Paso,
formerly chief of staff to
Albright of New Mexico. passed
through Albuquerque last night.
Futrelle has sold his merry-go-- r
uind to Mr. French, of Las Cruces,
N
M . who will operate It here be-fmoving it to his home town.
II A. Jastro. general manager of
the Albuquerque Traction company,
will leave tonight for Demlng to inspect his cattlo ranch at .hat place.
County Surveyor Pitt Ross visited
his ranch south of the new
plant today to superintend
the
erection of . fence on the property.
General Manager S. B. Orlmshaw,
of the Santa Fe Central railway, has
gone to Denver, Colorado, on official
business pertaining to the railroad.
II. N. Packert and family, who
have been camping for two weeks In
Hear canyon, returned to the city
after a very pleasant outing.
Miss Louise Lowery, daughter of
Mrs. Walter Benjamin, has returned
to Las Vegas from Washington, D.
C. where she has been attending
school.
W. C. Greene, the well known copper king and cattleman of Cananea,
Mexico, spent an hour In the city
last night, en route to his ranch from
New York.
Mrs. Luis E. Alarld and children
of Santa Fe left yesterday for Ciene-gwhere they will visit their father-in-laand grandfather, Hon. Trinidad Alarld.
Ralph Hoke, of Las Vegas, passed
through the city today en route 10
Sonora, N. M., where he has accepted
a position with the Southern Pacific
surveying corps.
held a
The Order of Rebekahs
very Interesting meeting last night at
Odd Fellows hall. Four candidate
were Initiated, after which refreshments were served.
Scott Dlbert, son of Frank Dibert,
assistant cashier of the Santa Fe CenFe
tral railway, returned to Santa Cal.,
last night from Los Angeles,
where he has lle.m attending the Harvard Military Academy.
Albert Sherer, a brother of
W. Sherer, night ticket agent.
who has been worklhg for the Wells,
Fargo Express company here, has
resigned. He will leave for his home
this week in Topeka.
Mrs. Rummel, 222 West Silver avenue, will give a 10c tea to the Ladies
Aid society, of the First M. E. church
and their friends, tomorrow afternoon from 2 to 4 o'clock. Strangers
cordially welcome.
Col. D. K. R Sellers, Mrs. Sellers
and Mrs. I. Williams, an aunt of Mrs.
Sellers, whose home Is In Ohio, returned last night from their tripwit-to
the Jemez pueblo, where they
nessed the San Juan fiesta at the
Indian village.
Frank Kruske, Larry McDougal
and James Burke, lumber Inspectors
for the American Lumber company,
are enjoying a two months' vacation.
They have gone to their homes in
a "Home
Saginaw, Mich., where
Coming" Is being celebrated.
oi
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WOOD! WOOD!

Water

Coolers

Filters

A

Just Arrived
A newisupply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

3IE

mm

Are

RAILROAD

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Class. Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

AVE

ou .uooKinx xor

Co.

Dance at Casino Wednesday night.

Your Credit is Good
with

E. M AH ARAM

Clothe your family on $i.oo
per week
910 Weet Central

Eastman Kodaks

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs,
loan Kodaks free.

On tho Corner

502 West Central Ave.

We Invite

j

BELL'S
A Nice Grey Suit made by the
world's renowned tailors Stein-Bloc- h
Co. will make the path of life seem
bright. Try one and see for yourself.

Between Railroad end Coppir Ave., Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools
HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

WATER
COOLERS

None Better

C. H. Carries, O.D.

109 North First St.

of Indian and Mexican Goods. The Choapast
Plaoa to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mail Order Carefully and Promptly Filled.

N. M.

MIILINBRY

FRESH FISH

Reduction In Trimmed Hat
Miss C. P. Crane
512 North Second S feet
Specialty of

Channel Cat Fish
'

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stumping Tnnn to Order.
Material for

C Wilson

R.R.

AND

ANNEX ROOMING

atd opposite the Alv.i-raii- o
an next to Sturges' cat-?- ,
::
hai recently been entirely
hcl and remodeled. It
is now one of the coolest anil
most attractive rooming houses
in the city, with every modern
convenience, both hot and
cold water and electric light.
The only house In the town
that will not receive invalids.
You can secure a room for
IS per month and up.
Also
' the day or week,
at
your
Oid
prices. If
room u warm and uncomfortable, move to the Annex.
re-fu-

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
22 South Second

jj

MKS.

I1AMIUM,

Gold

eOUEHT.

SOLO

D'S,

lropriotro.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

EXCHANGED

Transactions
Cuarantcco
18 W. R.R.Ave
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ADVERTISE IN THE EVENING CITIZEN

8 WMDTIMEY GOMI1PAMY
Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

0

1IOVSK.

Vow Maiiafiomont.

to-$30

224 W.

Association Offleo
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1

TICKETS

'

Mil Kinds

Eyes Examined Free
1 14 Railroad Avenue

LIVERY

M

MOWERS

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE

The Railroad Avenue Optician

New Location
NORTH
SECOND ST.
424
TELEPHONE 43

ET11K

LAWN

TREE PRUNERS
McCormicfc Harvesters and Mowers

l.'i

West Gold

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

HOSENFIEl

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

CANDIES,
STOKK.

The Central
Avenue Clothier

The Leading Stationer.

:

iThe Reliance Electric Co.

Blue Serge Office Coats $4.00

1 19

SIMON STERN

HAWLEY

Mrs. M.

FEE'S

$18-$20$22.50-

how, or where, at play or at work, you are enjoying the beautiful weather, we have the suits,
negligees, shoes, hats, etc., you wish.
Boys' outfitting here too.
Two and three piece suits, reasonably priced.
Oxfords and other light footwear. Also the real
thing for summer comfort Negligee shirts of
light madras or mercerized material $1.25 to
$3.00, with or without collar.
Thin Underwear, too.
A nice balbriggan at $1.00 a suit See them.

Don't miss your last opportunity.
Auction closes this week. Hickox-Maynar- d

We Have Them in Telephones
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Free band concert by American
Lumber Company band at Casino,
Wednesday night.
The Joys of summer, a shady
porch, a hammock, and a pair of
our dainty tan shoes. If you can't
have the first two, try our cool shoes
anyway. Prices range from $1.60 to
$4. C. May's Shoe store, 314 West
Railroad avenue.
Free band concert by American
Lumber Company band at Casino,
Wednesday night.
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Lots of nice bargains must be disposed of by Saturday evening. Hlckox-Maynar- d

ALBUQUERQUE.

Thomas B. Catron, an attorney
from Santa Fe is In the city today,
VK AUK
ABLE TO FCTIVISH
having arrived here on belated No. Ollt I'IS'l'O.M Kits WITH
MILL
7 this morning.
Al l. KINDS. K.IKIXTI VK
WOOD.
For-akCOAL
VI
LI.
K
.11 I.Y 1. 1907. t LARK
U. S. Marshal Crelghton M.
and Deputy U. S. Marshal Coop- - YARDS.
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A new restaurant under the management of Marcus and Anderson,
has been opened In place of the one
formerly known as Graham's Cafe,
and Is now In first class running order. You will find there the best that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
tho best and most experienced cooks
In these parts, anil nobobdy knows
the management and flanclerlng of a
restaurant better than Mr. Marcus.
Your patronage will be appreciated.
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Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust
Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - -

Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY WARRANTED
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